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A. INTRODUCTION

In October of 1957 one of man's earliest dreams became

reality--spaceflight. From the beginning of recorded history

man has been fascinated by the heavens and dreamed of ways to

go to other planets. After many thousands of years this dream

is beginning to become fact. The rapid developments in

technology have permitted man to send unmanned probes to Venue

and Mars, and put men on the Moon. Manned missions to the planets

are now in the realm of possibility if society is willing to pay

the price.

1. Scope and Purpose

This paper reviews the early plans and proposals for the

exploration of the planets as well as providing information

on the unmanned probes that have already explored Mars and

Venus. It discusses technical considerations and costs along

with the long range possibilities in unmanned and manned flights

to the planets. Finally, it provides a summary of the major

issues involved in planetary exploration that now face society

and Congress.

2. Historical Interest

- From the beginning of thought, man has attempted to explain

the environment in which he lived through myth and legend.

Most of the myths and legends deal with the heavens because of

their overriding influence in the life of man. From the heavens
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came the warm light of the Sun to brighten the day, rain to

provide moisture to grow crops, and the Moon and stars to light

the night.

As man's knowledge expanded, his theories on the universe

began to be based on observation. The science of astronomy

originated in ancient Babylonia and Egypt. Babylonian astronomers

were making methodical recorded observations of the heavens as

early as 3000 B.C. By 2000 B.C., there is evidence that the

Babylonians had fitted the planets into the zodiac, and by 1000 B.C.

it is apparent they were keeping records of the movements of the

Sun and Moon as well as the brighter planets.

Egyptian astronomers developed a calendar of twelve months,

each consisting of 30 days, with a five day period at the end

of each year. Their observations led to a catalog of stars that

listed 43 constellations by the 13th century B.C. The Egyptian

astronomers also knew that Mercury and Venus were closer to the

Sun than Earth, Mars, and Jupiter.

. The achievements of the Babylonians and the Egyptians paved

the way for the further advances made by the Greeks. In the

early part of the 6th century B.C., Thales of Miletus went to

Egypt to study under the Egyptian astronomers. When he returned

to Greece, he set up what later became known as the Ionian

school of astronomy. Among the accomplishments of Thales is the

fact that he was able to predict a solar eclipse and he measured

the angular diameter of the Sun. Even though Thales was forward-

looking, he still clung to the old Egyptian view that the Earth was

., .,, .nea .. .... ... ,.. ,rte
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a circular disc floating on a giant ocean enclosed in a hemisphere

of shining stars.

Some members of the Ionian school disagreed with the

traditional view of the Earth and proposed their own theories. Anaximenes

thought many planets like the Earth existed in the universe.

Heraclitus saw the sky filled with fire and a universe of ceaseless

change. Anaximander viewed the sky as a sphere that revolved

around the Earth with rings of fire burning around the sphere.

Tubes of mist provided the method of transportation for the

Sun, Moon, and stars to travel around the sphere. Anaximander

also pictured the Earth as being a cylinder with mashed flat

ends at east and west.

Pythagoras of Samos established a rival school of

astronomy that flourished between the 6th and 4th centuries B.C.

The members of the Pythagorean school believed in the idea of

a spherical Earth. This idea became so widely accepted that

even Plato and Aristotle used this theory as a basis for other

theories about the mysteries of the universe.

Plato and Aristotle produced no great advances in cosmological

theories because they were not astronomers. However, a less

well-known Greek, Heraclides of Pontus, did produce several

important new concepts, one of which was the explanation of the

apparent rotation of the stars by the theory that the Earth rotated

on an axis. He also put forth the idea that Venus and Mercury

revolved around the Sun rather than the Earth.

With these two observations to work with, the stage was

. 0
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set for anot1r great leap in knowledge. Aristarchus of Samos -

went one step farther than Heraclides and said that the Earth

rotated around the Sun, as well as Mercury and Venus. This

idea was not accepted by his contemporaries and had to wait

nearly two thousand years before it became generally acceptable.

Further gaps in astronomical knowledge were filled by

a school of astronomers in Alexandria, Egypt about 60 years

after the discoveries of Aristarchus. An astronomer by the name

of Eratoshenes prepared a star catalog, made an accurate

measurement of the circumference of Earth, and determined the

angle of the ecliptic. The greatest of the Greek astronomers,

Hipparchus, worked in Alexandria from 146 to 127 B.C. He

made the first accurate measurements of the Sun and Moon, and

also compiled a star catalog of over 850 references that was

a standard reference work for centuries.

The man who summarized all that was known about the universe

in his day was Ptolemy, who worked in Alexandria from 127 to 141 A.D.

His great work, Almagest, was a mathematical and astronomical

summary of the known facts of the universe. Ptolemy's work

does not produce any new ideas because he was mainly a compiler

rather than an original thinker and his work is important not

for original contributions to the field of astronomy, but

because he gathered together all that was known about the subject

at that time.

Little was done to improve the knowledge of the heavens for

pp -,Il -mm~ "9
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nearly four centuries. Astronomy entered a kind of limbo until

the work of Nicolaus Copernicus in the late 15th and early

16th centuries. Copernicus was a towering theoretician who

revived the theories of Aristarchus. In his book, Onthe

Revolution of the Celestial Orbs, published in 1543, he put

forth the idea that the Sun was the center of the Solar System

and the planets revolved around the Sun. He believed the orbits

of the planets to be circular and correctly measured the

distances of the planets from the Sun.

One of Copernicus' immediate successors was the most

otstanding observer of the heavens since Hipparchus. This

man was Tycho Brahe who was able to measure with great precision,

for pre-telescope times, the positions of the planets and stars.

Brahe was very much a conservative and could not accept the

theory of Copernicus, so he compromised by saying that all the

planets except Earth orbited the Sun and the Sun orbited Earth.

Brahe's measurements were the basis for one of his students,

Johannes Kepler, to develop a new set of laws about planetary

motion. After many years of work, Kepler finally arrived at his

three famous laws of planetary motion. The three laws are:

1) the planets orbit the Sun in ellipses; 2) lines drawn from

the Sun to a planet will pass over equal areas in equal periods

of time; and 3) the period of orbit for any planet is related to

the planet's distance from the Sun. Kepler's theories were

published in two books, New Astronomy in 1609 and On the Harmony

of the World in 1619 which set the stage for the next advance in

T",
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knowledge of the universe.

This next advance came when Galileo Galilei used the s

telescope to observe the heavens. Galileo's findings destroyed

forever the notion that the heavens were perfect and unchanging.

During his career, Galileo discovered sunspots, which enabled him

to measure the rotational speed of, the Sun, discovered many

surface features on the Moon, measured the height of mountains, and

the depth of craters on the Moon, and discovered four satellites

of the planet Jupiter. He also discovered that Venus, like

the Moon, had phases and that the Galaxy was nothing more than

a mass of countless stars grouped in cluster. In his Dialogue of

the Two Chief Systems of the World published in 1632,

Galileo defended the theories of Copernicus with arguements

and satire which brought the wrath of the traditionalists down

upon him. He was taken before the Inquisition and forced,

under pain of death, to recant his heretical views. In 1641,

Galileo died blind and under house arrest.

However, Galileo's ideas lived on and astronomers expanded

upon his observations. Toward the end of the 17th century

Sir Isaac Newton tied all of the observations together with his

law of gravitation which explained in mathematical language

practically every motion of the universe. Mathemnatical

Principles of NaturalPhilosophy, published in 1687, explained

that Kepler's laws of planetary motion could be interpreted

by his laws of universal motion.

. ..
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For the next 200 years astronomers engaged mainly in working

out a system of the universe along Newtonian lines. One of the

better works of this kind was Pierre Simon, Marquis de Laplace's

five volume work entitled Celestial Mechanics, published between

1799 and 1825. This study worked out the Newtonian principles in

great detail. Laplace, along with other astronomers, worked out a

precise pattern for the future orbits of the planets. Variations

from this pattern led to the discovery of Neptune and Pluto.

It has taken man over five thousand years to accumulate this

small store of knowledge about his universe. As man's

astronomical knowledge increased so did the sophistication

of his science fiction literature. The small but growing body

of spaceflight science fiction served a dual purpose, by

expressing man's innate desire to reach other worlds and by

stimulating further his desire to do just that.

3. Fictional Interest

Man's interests in the environment around him are usually

mirrored in the literature. It is possible to identify many problems

and interests of a particular nation or of a particular time

by studying the literature of that nation or of that time.

* Planetary exploration and space flight are not exceptions.

The fiction dealing with these subjects is voluminous, and

is knovn by the special label "science fiction." It is a

characteristic of science fiction to be ahead of actual accomplishments

in science, and it is not unusual to find that yesterday's science

fiction is today's accomplishment.
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No surviving work Qdsoieneo fiction dealing with space

travel predates the Christian Era. Probably the first work

of fiction dealing with this subject was the TrueHitoQrX of

Lucian of Samosata, a second century Greek. This account

contains all the necessary elements for space fiction--a

trip from Earth to another heavenly body, a landing at that

heavenly body, a description of the environment found there,

and a return to Earth. In Lucian's True History, a sailing

" vessel returning home was swept up to the skies by a great wind

and after suspension in the skies for seven days landed on the

Moon on the eighth day. The Moon was full of inhabitants, and

after suitable exploration the ship returned to Earth.

Lucian wrote a second story, Icaro-Menippus, in which

the hero, flew to the top of Mount Olympus and then on tb the Moon with

the use of bird's wings. He kept on flying to the stars and

even heaven itself. Jupiter was angered by the upstart mortal who

dared act as if he were a god. He ordered Mercury to bring

Menippus back to Earth and clip his wings.

The next surviving account is an epic poem, Shth-Naa,

written by the Persian poet, Firdausi. The poem appeared about

1010 after forty years in preparation. The poem actually is a

retelling of ancient legends and gives an idea of early thoughts

on space travel, perhaps predating written history.

Johannes Kepler wrote a science fiction work dealing with

space travel that was not published until 1634, four years after

his death. This is the famous Somnium (Dream), a fantastic

, ra........ ..... ,
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tale couched in supernatural terms. Kepler used demons in

his tale to make the trip to another planet which was inhabited

by weird creatures vastly different from Earth creatures.

John Lear has made a careful study of Kepler's Somnium, and in

a book, Kepler's Dream, which was published in 1965, puts

forth the theory that Kepler was forced to present his ideas

about the Moon in fictional form to prevent political and

religious censure.

Francis Godwin, Bishop of Hereford, wrote the famous anin

the Moon in 1638. His hero was carried to the Moon by wild

geese who migrated between the Earth and the Moon. In his book,

Godwin describes quite accurately a period of weightlessness.

This book was the basis of later science fiction works by

Jonathan Swift, Daniel Defoe, and Cyrano de Bergerac.

In 1649, Savinien de Cyrano de Bergerac wrote Voyage to the.

Moon and in 1652, History of the States and Empires of the Sun.

These were wildly fanciful parodies on the theme of travel to other

planets.

Voltaire wrote Micromegas in 1752. This science fiction

story is a satire on man's pretensions to greatness. Voltaire

starts his tale on the giant star, Sirius,where the people were

huge giants. His hero is banished for believing that there was

life elsewhere in the universe. The hero travels from star to

star visiting other cultures. He finally arrives on the

planet Saturn but is unimpressed because the inhabitants of
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Saturn only live 1500 years. The hero continues his tour of

the Solar System, finally reaching Earth, which he believes to

be uninhabited because of its small size. However, as he

idly looks thro ugh a diamond he sees a whale swimming in a body

of water he had assumed to be a mere puddle. As he looks

through his diamond magnifier, he sees a ship bearing explorers.

This forces him to conclude that even so tiny and insignificant a

place as Earth could harbor life.

A Voyage to the Moon with Some Account of the Manners and

Customs, Science and Philosophy of the People of Morosofia and

other Lunarians is the rather long title of a work by Joseph

Atterlay in 1827. This story is a good example of the new

wave in science fiction which took advantage of the scientific

discoveries that had been made. The reading populous was

beginning to demand more reality in their science fiction.,

In this story Atterlay, whose real name was George Tucker,

described quite modern science fiction devices.

The greatest of the science fiction writers was Jules

Verne who wrote From the Earth to the Moon (1865) and 'Round the

Moon (1870). Verne had a fertile imagination coupled with literary

genius and technical reality. As has been pointed out by newsmen

covering the Apollo 11 flight, Verne wrote about a flight to

the Moon very similar to the flight in July 1969.

The first fictional proposal for a space station or

satellite was in The Brick MQQn written by Edward Everett Hale,

Im limp Olt"I'mm'"PF OMP, Rp", I tolv'"No, m R M



author of Man Without a Country. The Brick Moon first appeared

in serial form in The Atlantic Monthly in November, December, 1869,
M "

and February, 1870. It was published several times in book form

but not in Europe, so it had little impact there. Hale proposed

a satellite made of brick two hundred feet in diameter and

equipped for thirty-seven passengers. This satellite was to be

launched by an inertial device which is not explained in great

detail, but Hale does explain the celestial mechanics involved.

The satellite was launched accidently and was lost for two

years. It served as a navigational aid, and as a communications

and weather satellite.

A real fictional boost was given to spaceflight science fiction.

in 1897 when the English historian, H.G. Wells wrote War of the Worlds.

This story describes an invasion by Martians whose vulnerability

to bacterial infection was the only thing that saved Earth.

As in so many other fields, the 20th century has brought

a vast proliferation of science fiction almost beyond cataloging.

Most public libraries have many shelves of such literature,

and news stands carry periodicals devoted to this specialized

field. Science fiction ranges from new and interesting applications

of believable technology applying known principles to literary

license more than science in speaking of space wraps, time travel,

and parallel universes, and finally ranging into the occult

with little attempt at logical scientific analysis.

Although Edgar Rice Burroughs contributed little to

m4me'em 'MR M! I I igloo" I'l 4."" !RPOW., N"pm."P- low, "m I qpm$ IR Il 11M Mw IIMM' ITIM"All T -0 OR T po 40 t". -p-
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imaginative anticipation of real conditions on Mars, nonetheless,

his series of books about the Red Planet, provided an emotional

interest and stimulation to many boys who later chose to go into

scientific careers and into pursuit of planetary programs.

A somewhat similar stimulus came from a larger group of writers

whose material appeared in Amazing Stories from the mid-1920's

on, under the editorship of Hugo Gernsback. In more recent

years Ray Bradbury with his Martian Chronicles, and Arthur C. Clarke

have reached a younger generation of people who now are in the

space program. Clarke's recent book and movie, 2001: A Space Odyssey

have reached more general audiences, doing more to stir

imaginations than any writer since Jules Verne.

A look at the history of spaceflight in science fiction

does much to reinforce the idea that some of today's science

fiction is tomorrow's fact.
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B. EARLY PLANS FOR EXPLORATION

1. Space Pioneers

The first man to understand and develop concepts for use

of rockets for space travel was a Russian scientist-schoolteacher,

Konstantin Edwardovitch Tsiolkovsky. Tsiolkovsky was born in September

of 1857 in the town of Izhevskoye, Spassk District, Ryazan Gubernia.

He was of humble origin and had a great talent for science and

invention. Tsiolkovsky devoted himself to the study of mathematics

and physics. His interest in space and space flight was greatly

influenced by Jules Verne.

In his diary, the entry for March 28, 1883 showed a basic

understanding of rocket flight. He worked on his idea for years

and put his theory into scientifically acceptable terms in 1898.

Tsiolkovsky concentrated on the theoretical aspects of rocketry

but made no attempt at rocket engine testing. Tsiolkovsky's

ideas had considerable influence in Russia alone because his works

were not published outside that country until after his death in

September of 1935. The reasons the Russians did not capitalize on

his work until after World War II were political instability, lack

of economic and technical resources, and failure of the military to

see the significance of his discoveries.

The corresponding American pioneer was Robert F. Goddard,

born in October of 1882 in Worcester, Massachusetts, and he worked

both on theory and application. He has since earned the title,
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"Father of Modern Rocketry". Goddard also was greatly influenced in

his dream of spaceflight by the works of Jules Verne.

Days before the Armistice, on November 7, 1918, Goddard

demonstrated a solid-fuel rocket. After the end of the war he returned

to Clark University and began work toward liquid-fuel rocket development.

On March 16, 1926 a liquid-oxygen and gasoline rocket made the first

liquid-fuel rocketflight in Auburn, Massachusetts. The rocket

flew 184 feet in 24 seconds.

In 1930, Goddard set up a testing site at the Mescalero

Ranch near Roswell, New Mexico. Except for a two year period in

1932-34, Goddard remained there until 1941, undertaking one of the

most amazing lonewolf development programs in the history of technology.

From 1941-45 he worked in Annapolis, Maryland under contract

to the Navy. As with Tsiolkovsky, much of the general recognition

of Goddard's work cameafter his death in August of 1945.

The third of the space pioneers was born in Hermannstadt,

Transylvania (then incorporated into Hungary) in June, 1894. Hermann

Oberth was the son of a German-speaking family who considered himself

a German, studied and wrote in German, and became a German citizen in

his adult life. Oberth, like Tsiolkovsky and Goddard, was influenced

to a great extent by the science fiction writers of the 19th century,

especially Verne.

Oberth did more to spark the rise of rocketry in Europe

than did Tsiolkovsky or Goddard. He was particularly influential

..-.. a-, ...-
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through his work in the German Space Society. Oberth formulated

extensive ideas for satellites, including an idea using a space mirror

to utilize the Sun's rays for communications and weather control.

In 1923, Oberth wrote The Rocket into Planetary Space, a

small book of only 92 pages. However, even though it was small it

contained a thorough discussion of almost every phase of rocket

travel. The first edition of the book was soon sold and he began

work on an expanded edition. In 1929 his expanded edition, titled The

Road to Space Travel,.was published. These two books are quite

important for two reasons. One is for the new thoughts on problems

of space flight and the other is for the inspiration the books

gave to other scientists to go into work on rockets.

Oberth did everything to publicize rocketry in general and

his works in particular. He became a technical adviser to motion

picture director Fritz Lang who was working on the movie Girl in the

Moon. As a publicity stunt, Oberth was to design, build and fly

a rocket, but since Oberth was more of a theoretician than an engineer,

the rocket never flew. Although the launching was a failure, the

movie was a big hit in Germany. Director Lang also made his contribution

to rocketry. For dramatic effect, Lang inserted a "countdown"

for the launching of the rocket, a familiar happening ever since.

Since World War II Oberth has written additional books,

worked for a time in the United States with his one-time student and

assistant, Wernher von Braun, and returned to West Germany where he

lives in semi-retirement.

RIM, ,I I Mq" I
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The period spanned by the lives of the three great pioneers

covers over a hundred years. Their significant contributions center

from about the mid-1880's to the early 1940's. By the time each of

the three reached his early twenties he had made his basic

discoveries and laid the foundations for his future endeavors--

the two Europeans concentrating for the most part on theoretical

aspects, and the American concentrating for the most part on

pratical development of liquid-fuel rocket engines, although

not neglecting theory.

What these three men started, others were anxious to carry on.

There were many technical barriers to overcome but for the first

time in history, men were taking the ideas of science fiction space-

flight seriously and working to make it a reality instead of fiction.

2. The Mars Project

Another step in moving spaceflight from science fiction

into reality was an article written by Dr. Wernher von Braun in

Das Marsproiekt, a special issue of the German magazine Weltraumfahrt

in 1952. The article vas translated into English and published

in book form by the University of Illinois in 1953. In this book

von Braun attempted to prove that a trip to Mars using conventional

chemical propellants was entirely feasible although requiring a

grand scale of operation and entailing great expense.

,r ?W .,r
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This study by Dr. von Braun was the engineering follow-on

to a series of popular illustrated articles which had appeared over

a two year period just before in Colliers Magazine. These articles

had dealt with all the requirements of manned Earth orbital flight,

development of ground simulators and training devices, and then

manned flight to the Moon. In the Colliers articles, Dr. von

Braun wrote jointly with a distinguished team of fellow engineers

and scientists many of whom in th years since have moved into

active roles in the U.S. space program, which they collectively

predicted with some insight long before any real programs

had been approved.

.The study was divided into three parts according to the

principal phases involved. The three stages of the study were

1) the ferry vessels needed for communications and supply from Earth

to Earth orbit, 2) spacecraft to reach Martian orbit and return to

Earth orbit, and 3) landing craft to reach the Martian surface and

return to Martian orbit.

The book was very technical, giving many parametric equations

on celestial mechanics and flight engineering. The study was

concerned only with the mechanical problems of a trip to Mars. The

importance of the book lay in the fact that it was a comprehensive

account of a technically practical and feasible journey to another

planet.
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3. Early Staff Planning for Probes

After World War II most Americans were anxious to settle down

and take up their lives where they had left off. For many Americans

the war was a remote happening. The only people to be killed by

air attack on the North American continent were some picnickers who

were fatally wounded 'by dynamite that drifted over with a Japanese

balloon. The United States suffered no major bombing raids by enemy

aircraft with the exception of Pearl Harbor. U.S. citizens were ready

to settle down to the activities of peace. The idea of space travel

crossed their minds only as science fiction, not as an immediate,

logical jump from the V-2 rockets which had rained on England toward

the end of the war.

In 1946, however, both the Navy Bureau of Aeronautics and the

Air Force Project Rand seriously proposed that the U.S. develop a

rocket capable of launching an Earth satellite by 1951. Nothing

happened to these proposals until 1948 when the then new Department of

Defense turned them down for what it considered a lack of scientific

and military need.

The prospect for manned flight to Earth orbit and the Moon was

so remote in the early 1950's that some of the same men who had been

involved in the Colliers articles earlier met privately with others

in Government to propose a small scientific satellite called Project

Orbiter. Project Orbiter would have used the Redstone missile for its

first stage, and added upper stages to put a scientific satellite of a

few pounds into orbit.
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In 1955, both the United States and the Soviet Union announced

that they intended to launch small scientific satellites during the

International Geophysical Year in 1957. Project Orbiter was offered

for this purpose, but the Eisenhower Administration wished to avoid any

military overtones as might be associated with having the Redstone

used. Dr. von Braun was leader of the former German missile engineers

assigned to the Redstone Arsenal which was the headquarters of the

Army Ballistic Missile Agency (ABMA), and the Redstone missile combin-

ation he proposed was called Jupiter C, which was already under test in

the larger military Jupiter IRBM program of the period.

The Government expressly forbade any early orbital attempt

with Jupiter C, which might have come even in 1956, and instead a con-

tract was negotiated to develop a completely non-weapons-related rocket,

Vanguard, under Navy jurisdiction. Vanguard was to be launched late

in 1957.

Much of the United States population, including technical men,

were caught off guard, however, when on October 4, 1957, the Soviets

announced they had placed a satellite in Earth orbit. This announce-

ment by the Russians was followed on November 3, 1957, by the launch

of an even larger Soviet satellite 'that carried a dog as a passenger.

These flights stirred great concern in the United States, and resulted

in a decision to go ahead with the ABMA proposal as a parallel pro-

gram to our faltering Vanguard. On January 31, 1958, Explorer 1

was successfully sent to orbit with a Jupiter C, while after some

launch failures, Vanguard later also was successful in reaching

orbit.
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In March 1958 President Eisenhower released a report

entitled Introduction to Outer Space. This report was written at

the request of the President by The President's Science Advisory Com-

mittee which was chaired by Dr. James R. Killian, Jr.

The Killian Report, as the study came to be known, attempted

to explain to the nontechnical reader why this country should

undertake a space program, what was involved in the undertaking

of such a -program, and what the benefits would be . The report

recognized that at some unspecified future date man would go on

to the planets. The report suggested that unmanned automatic probes

would be the spearhead in the near future.

Another boost to planetary exploration was given by

President John F. Kennedy. In May 1961 he stated that this country

should try to put a man on the Moon by the end of the decade. The

President was a strong supporter of space exploration and

endorsed unmanned exploration of the planets to be followed by manned

exploration at some unspecified future date.

Although high level political support for manned planetary

flight was limited to general expressions of long run interest

and not to specific authorizations, planning for such flights was

carried out to moderate depth over a span of some years. Similar

plans were made as well for. a greater range of unmanned missions
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than were ever officially approved and funded. In both cases, the

sources of such studies were multiple.

Some individuals in industry, the universities, or in

NASA offices put together conceptual studies for a variety of missions

which involved fly-by, orbiting, and in some cases landing on most

of the planets of the Solar System, and corresponding missions to

planetoids (or asteroids as they are also known), and comets as

appropriate, or to the natural satellites of other planets.

Studies to much greater depth examined celestial mechanics,

energy requirements, propulsion systems, life support systems,

communications, auxiliary power, and a range of scientific experi-

ments. The more ambitious of these were either company funded efforts

or research paid for by NASA. The purpose of such studies was not

to define actual program details in advance of authorization, but

t6 learn enough about the possibilities that later planning could

be more realistic, and areas of ignorance turned up in the studies

could guide advanced research and development of subsystems.

This study has not attempted to review the hundreds of papers

involved in these investigations because the literature is so exten-

sive and many studies are voluminous.. Summaries have often appeared

in the proceedings of technical conferences, and the full do cumenta-

tion is available in the specialized indexes and computer records

maintained by NASA.
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These efforts, paradoxically so extensive and yet so incomplete

in the sense of definitive answers, have played an important

role in national planning because from these studies has come the

basis of strategic planning on the part of advocates of unmanned

and manned planetary missions. A few of these plans have

been used successfully within NASA, for preparing the official

requests to the Bureau of the Budget and the Congress for permission

to go ahead to hardware development.

4. Early Soviet Comment

A review of Soviet statements on space shows that the Soviets

have stated as their goals practically every task and application

that the United States has considered. A checklist of forty major

missions contemplated in the United States showed that almost all

were also identified by Soviet scientists and engineers during

1957-58, surprisingly early in the program.

Endorsements for advanced missions first came from the

head of the Soviet Academy of Sciences mostly during the 1959-61

period. In July 1959, A. N. Nesmeyanov of the Soviet Academy

of Sciences outlined a program of space exploration that follows

this order: orbital flight; lunar flight, space flight to the

planets and near the Sun; and ultimately even beyond the Solar

System. As early as 1960 Nesmeyanov said the Soviets were planning

weather and communications satellites.
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In July of 1961 the 22nd Congress of the Communist Party

of the Soviet Union stated that gaining mastery over cosmic space

was possible and an object of special concern to the Party. In

October of 1961 the Soviets outlined how they planned to achieve

their space goals. First they were going to devote themselves to

* finding ways to solve technical problems with Sputniks, especially

for radio and television transmission over the world. Secondly,

they were going to build automatic interplanetary space stations.

Finally, they were going to construct manned space stations starting

with Earth orbit and later flying to the planets.

In July of 1962 the Soviet press stated that several engineers

felt that if they could make Gagarin's and Titov's spacecraft land

at an assigned spot, they could also land other types of spacecraft

at other designated spots if they so desired. This had the broad

implication that they could land .a craft at a designated spot

on another planet.

In September of 1963, the Soviets made known how they intended

to explore the Moon. They planned to start with a soft landing

of an automatic station on the Moon. Initial manned landings would

be followed by construction of a permanent observatory, and then

development of lunar resources. They stated that the same developmental

pattern would be followed with Mars and Venus and this would

be possible in the next several years.
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A group of American business men visited the USSR

in November of 1963. At that time Khrushchev ridiculed the rumors

that the USSR would give up space exploration for financial reasons.

The Soviets started out with a strong commitment to space and at

every opportunity they reinforced this strong commitment to

space exploration.

Translations of Soviet technical papers and popular

articles published in the U.S.S.R. reveal that in the years which have

followed, the Russians have conducted much the same kind of lower

level exploratory planning of possible future missions, both unmanned

and manned, as has characterized the U.S. program. But because

they do not publish the equivalent of Congressional hearings, there

is no direct clue as to how far this advanced study and planning

has led to commitment of resources to actual hardware systems.

All one can say is that actual hardware revealed so far both in

launch vehicles and in unmanned deep space payloads would be useful

precursors to more ambitious unmanned and manned missions later.

Their total space program has yet to reflect the tailing

off of launch rates which showed up in the U.S. program two or three

years ago, and hence, if they elect to pursue planetary exploration,

they will have many elements of the necessary technology within

their grasp. As the following section will show, their actual planetary

flights have the conflicting elements of very extensive commitment

with rather minimal results until quite recently in the program.
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C PLANS FOR UNMANNED MISSIONS

- The Soviet Union has set about exploring the planets in a very

ambitious manner. The Soviets may have deliberately by-passed only

one launch window for Mars or Venus since 1960. Usually at least two.

spacecraft were launched during a particular window. Occasionally

three were launched. Unfortunately, the Soviets did not gather a

great deal of information because communications failed on their early

flights. It must be kept in mind, however, that the Soviet probes

were very heavy and quite ambitious. The first'United States unman-

ned probe expected to match or exceed the weight of the 1960 first-

probe of the Soviets will be the 1971 Mars Mariner orbiters.

United States planning for planetary missions has been

equally ambitious and imaginative, but won less financial support

during the last decade so that whatever has been attempted has appeared

to be much more modest. On the other hand, despite some failures,

those U.S. planetary probes which worked were superb engineering

successes and scientific triumphs, so that most of the prizes for

early results must be credited to the United States.

1. Soviet Mars Missions

The Soviet interplanetary program began with two Mars launches

in 1960. One came on October 10, 1960, and the other came on October

14, 1960. Both of these probes failed to reach Earth orbit and these

attempts became known to the public several years later, by official

U.S. announcement.

The Soviets tried again in the latter part of 1962 when the

Mars window opened again. Three attempts came on October 24, Novem-
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ber 1, and November 4, 1962, respectively, and all reached Earth

orbit. Only the November 1 shot, named Mars 1, was successfully sent

to the vicinity of Mars. Communications failed on Mars 1 well before

the probe reached the planet in June of 1963.

On November 30, 1964, the Soviets launched Zond 2 towards Mars.

Zond 2 was supposed to fly by the planet at a very close distance.

It was estimated the probe would come within 930 miles of the planet

and either take high resolution pictures or .enter the atmosphere.

However, the communications system failed again before the probe reached

the planet. A second launch attempt at that window was apparently

cancelled, but flew the following summer as Zond 3 in an engineering

test. It was the first to maintain communications long enough to have

reached Mars, but unfortunately, fired out of the proper window, Mars

was not near by when it reached Mars' orbital path around the Sun.

2. Soviet Venus Missions

The Soviets began their Venus program on February 4, 1961, with

the launch of an orbital platform which failed to fire its probe beyond

Earth orbit. Trying again on February 12 that year, Venera 1 was

successfully sent toward Venus, passing within 62,000 miles of the

planet. Unfortunately, communications failed before the planet was reached.

When the Venus window opened in 1962 the Soviets launched probes

on August 25, September 1, and September 12, all of which failed to

leave Earth orbit. At the next window, the launch made on March 27,

1964, failed to leave Earth orbit, while the April 12 probe named

Zond 1 failed to stay in communication all the way to Venus, which

it passed at about 62,000 miles like Venera 1.
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At the next window, in 1965, the Soviets launched Venera 2

(November 12) and Venera 3 (November 16) toward Venus. Both of

these probes reached the planet as scheduled but again the communi-

cations failed before they reached Venus. It was announced that

Venera 2 passed Venus at about 14,500 miles while Venera 3

carried a landing capsule which struck the surface on March 1, 1966,

carrying there the Soviet emblem. A third probe launched November

23, 1965 failed to leave Earth orbit.

Venera 4 was launched toward Venus on June 4, 1967. On Octo-

ber 18, 1967, it reached the planet in working order, the first Soviet

planetary probe in 19 attempts to do so. It found that Venus had a

weak hydrogen corona, no radiation belts, and no apparent magnetic

field. The main probe of Venera 4 burned as it entered the

atmosphere of Venus but as entry began a landing capsule was detached.

The capsule measured the temperature, pressure, atmospheric density,

and gas content as it made its descent. It was later determined that

it was crushed by high atmospheric pressure while still at an alti-

tude of about 16 miles. A second probe launched during the same win-

dow on June 17, 1967, failed to leave Earth orbit.

The next window came in 1969. On January 5, Venera 5 was launched

toward Venus and it arrived on May 16, 1969. Venera 5 also had a

landing capsule that took measurements of the atmosphere as it

drifted toward the surface suspended by a parachute. On January 10,

1969, the Soviets launched Venera 6 onasimilar mission. Venera 6

arrived on May 17, one day after the arrival of Venera 5. It also

had a detachable lander that descended toward the surface of Venus

taking measurements of the atmosphere, temperature,, pressure,, etc.
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Although both craft had been improved over Venera 4, and returned more

detailed data, they, too, were crushed from high atmospheric pressure

before reaching the surface of the planet.

3. U.S. Mars Missions

On November 5, 1964, Mariner III inaugurated the attempts of the

United States to study the planet Mars with automated space probes.

Mariner III failed to achieve its mission of a fly-by of Mars because its

shroud did not separate, causing a power and communications failure.

The first successful Mars mission was Mariner IV which was

launched November 28, 1964, on an eight month trip to the planet. During

the journey to Mars, the probe made interplanetary measurements of

magnetic fields and solar winds. On July 14, 1965, Mariner IV passed

within 6,200 miles of Mars and took the first "close-up" pictures of the

Martian surface. This flight took 228 days and covered 325 million miles.

Measurements taken by the probe suggested that Mars was relatively

cool and had significant amounts of carbon dioxide present in its atmos-

phere. Also, the probe found little evidence of radiation belts or

magnetic fields around Mars. Photographs transmitted back to Earth

showed the previously unknown surface to be cratered like the surface

of the Moon. Deep space facilities continued to support Mariner IV

until October 1, 1965, establishing a new 2-way communications record

of 191 million miles between the stations and the probe. Contact

with Mariner IV was later re-established during the fall of 1968 and

maintained until the spacecraft depleted its attitude control gas and

spun out of control in December 1968.

-
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At the 1969 window the United States launched two Mars probes,

Mariner VI and Mariner VII. The experiments on the two probes were

identical. They both were to measure the properties of the lower

atmosphere; measure the temperature of the surface; measure the

temperature of the upper atmosphere; photograph the surface;

measure the atmospheric pressure and density, including variations

with height and latitude; and refine the accuracy of Earth and Mars

orbits and mass, Moon mass, and the astronomical unit.

Mariner VI was launched toward Mars on February 24, 1969. The

trip took 157 days to cover 242 million miles. On July 31, 1969,

the probe reached the planet. Mariner VI returned information about;

the density and composition of the Martian atmosphere as well as the

varying surface temperatures. The photographic mission on Mariner

VI was to photograph the entire disk at far-encounter and then

concentrate on the equatorial region of the planet in the near-

encounter closest approach. It was successful in taking both series

of pictures and came within about 2,000 miles of the surface of Mars,

the closest yet of any operating probe.

Mariner VII, the sister ship of Mariner VI, was launched March

27, 1969, and arrived in the vicinity of Mars on August 5.

Actually the major difference in the Mariner VI-VII probes was the

territory they viewed during the near-encounter. As mentioned above,

Mariner VI was to make an equatorial pass and concentrate on the more

temperate regions. Mariner VII was to make a more southerly pass and

observe the southern polar ice cap, gathering data as to its

composition and temperature. It was also successful. in its picture-

taking mission.
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Since the flights are so recent, data are still being evaluated

by the scientists. In addition to confirming a generally cratered

terrain as found by Mariner IV, Mariners VI and VII also found strange

"chaotic" terrain and observed that in the "Hellas" area all craters

have been completely obliterated by some unknown process. The pre-

liminary findings, after some initial confusion over the presence

of ammonia and methane, later disavowed, had seemed to indicate less

likelihood of life than had been hoped. The polar caps are mostly

frozen carbon dioxide but may contain some water ice. Little light

was thrown on supposed clouds or the seasonal darkening process observed

from Earth. Some of the canals appear to be a quasi-linear alignment

of dark-floored craters or of irregular dark patches. The conjunction

is apparently not random. After futher analysis a more detailed report

will be released by NASA on findings of Mariner VI and Mariner VII.

4. U.S. Venus Missions

On July 22, 1960, the United States began its flight to Venus

with Mariner I. Unfortunately, Mariner I had to be destroyed shortly

after launching because it went off course.

Mariner II was launched toward Venus August 27, 1962. On December

14, 1962, the probe passed within 21,700 miles of the planet. The

probe took 109 days to make its journey and traveled a total of

180 million miles along its course. Data yielded by the probe gave

experimental information concerning surface and atmospheric temperatures,

magnetic fields and trapped particles. Atmospheric temperature in the

vicinity of the clouds was measured at -30*F to -60F. The base of

the cloud cover is unknown and several cloud layers have been
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postulated. The surface temperature was inferred to be between

700'F and 800F. Mariner II found no radiation belt such as the Van

Allen Belt around the Earth and no evidence of a magnetic field.

Other information obtained included affirmation of a concentration

of cosmic dust' near Earth and no detection of water vapor in the

atmosphere of Venus. Some NASA officials claimed the Mariner II

flight was so successful that NASA was led to cancel plans for a

similar flight in 1964. More likely, budgetary factors were

involved, and as the .full extent of uncertainties about the

planet came to be recognized, a further flight was planned.

This next flight to Venus was Mariner V, launched June 14,

1967, which flew within 2,500 miles of the surface on October 19, 1967.

During its 126 day flight, the probe made measurements of Venus'

atmosphere, magnetic field and radiation environment. Preliminary

analyses of the data showed that Venus is surrounded by a corona of

hydrogen comparable to that which surrounds Earth; no evidence of

trapped energetic particles in the upper atmosphere; and no evidence

of a magnetic field.

Mariner V and Venera 4, one making indirect measurements and the

other making direct measurements, correlated very well except for a

discrepancy on the estimated diameter of the planet. It was the

study of these parallel readings, coordinated with ground-based

radar estimates of the diameter of Venus, which finally convinced

both Soviet and U.S. scientists that Venera 4 was crushed at 16

miles above the surface rather than ceasing to operate after crashing

on the surface of the planet.
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5. Soviet Future Plans

It is difficijt to describe a definitive Soviet plan for several

reasons. The first and most obvious is that in almost all respects

they do not give specific timetables of their flights, or explain

in detail what they will do on a particular mission. Secondly,

although their program has been ambitious, .it has been plagued by many

failures, so that they themselves must constantly have to revise

whatever plans they have made. Third, as with our program, they may

also face changing technical ̂ onsiderations and budget questions which

require some reordering of experiments and flights. An example

would be the repetition of Venera 4 with strengthened Venera 5 and 6

which still proved inadequate to withstand the full pressure of the

atmosphere of Venus.

Although the Soviet Union does not give program details, as

already indicated, they do set broad objectives and they

have made clear their intention to send more automatic interplanetary

stations on Zond payloads to both the near planets, and the planets

farther away. Also, in 1965 when the Proton class launch vehicle

first began to fly, they stated it was to come into use in the unman-

ned planetary program as well as supporting certain nearer manned

flights. As a result of the Proton-launched Zond 4 through 7 flights

related to the Moon, and identified as precursors to manned flights,

they say they are developing the technology to return payloads from

the planets, and this may represent an added element during the 1970's.

While the standard launch vehicle used for the previous Venus and
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Mars flight can carry about 2,500 pounds of payload, the Proton

class should carry about 7,500 pounds for a flyby or perhaps 2,500

pounds for a flyby with return to the vicinity of Earth.

6. U. S. Future Plans

The Mariner program was to have ended with the flight of the

Mariner V in 1967. The program that was to replace Mariner was

Voyager, a concept under study since 1961. It has since been

cancelled and replaced, but so much time, effort, and money was

invested in its design and promotion that an account of it is im-

portant to understanding the evolution of the U.S. unmanned plane-

tary program. Voyager was designed to provide the capability to

explore the Solar System with larger and more versatile unmanned

spacecraft. The program called for an extensive Mars program with

the capability of adapting to journeys to Venus and even a mission

to Jupiter. Mars was chosen as the first target for Voyager because

of the pcssibility of life existing there.

Voyager was basically a three subsystem spacecraft consisting

of an in-space orbital bus carrying experiments, a propulsion system,

and a lander payload with more experiments. The actual spacecraft

in the Voyager series, consisting of the orbital and lander packages,

would have weighed between 5,000 and 7,000 pounds. It was estimated

by NASA officials that the total funding of Voyager through 1975

would have been in the vicinity of $13 billion.
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By 1965 the first part of the design definition phase had been

completed for Voyager. NASA proposed that in 1966 they continue the

study, planning, and preparatory work directed towards undertaking a

planetary orbiter and lander mission to Mars in 1973. The original

date for this had been 1969, but because of budget cuts this was

slipped first to 1971 and then to 1973. The progress on the Voyager

program moved ahead in 1966. Preliminary design studies of the entry

and landing system and the surface laboratory were completed. Bids

were requested on design definition to confirm and refine the approach.

Detail designs of all systems for the Voyager were to be undertaken

late in fiscal year 1968 and initial hardware procurement was to

begin in fiscal year 1969.

The whole story of Voyager is somewhat tangled, and many different

problems beset it. These involved the mission concept, the launch

vehicle, the flight hardware, the experiments, and the costs. Although

the general purpose to orbit Mars and to land on its surface was

straight forward enough, there were many detailed choices about launch

windows, complexity of experiments, and technical solutions

which made the program definition phase take quite some period of

time. There were also differences of view as to how soon we would

be ready to operate complex missions with automatic devices with

some assurance of success. Voyager, if early missions gave any

promising results or clues to the Martian environment, was to grow

into a full-fledged ABL--automated biological laboratory in 1975

or 1977.
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For the first years of Voyager, it was assumed that the

Saturn IB launch vehicle with a modified Centaur final stage on it

would be adequate to deliver the payload to the vicinity of Mars, and

that it would be possible to use aerodynamic braking and parachutes

to complete a soft landing on the surface of the planet. However,

when the Mars data received in 1965 by Mariner IV were analyzed, they

showed that the wide range of possible atmospheric densities had

been too optimistic, and in fact Mars had a density at the

surface equal to only about one percent of that of Earth. Tests of

sample entry bodies were conducted in Earth atmosphere to measure

some of these problems to supplement the calculations. Further,

NASA vas in some doubt at that point as to whether the Saturn IB

production line would be kept open on a continuing basis for

support of Earth orbital manned flights, and this raised the

strong possibility that the cost of the launch vehicle would be

much higher for Voyager if it had to carry the whole Saturn IB

overhead plus the cost of the Saturn IB/Centaur integration.

The most immediate alternative seemed to be to switch to the

Saturn V launch vehicle. But this was so much bigger than the

Saturn IB that it was decided each Saturn V would carry two

complete Voyager payloads--for a total of two orbital buses

and two landers. Studies of this period showed the costs climb-

ing as specifics of the mission became more evident, and yet the life

of the payload on the surface in the early flights was going to be
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measured as a few days rather than weeks or months. With the high

risks for an automated system and the surface life so short, the Voyager

looked less and less palatable to NASA management, the Bureau of the

Budget, and particularly the Congress. The main support for Voyager

came from the Space Science Board of the National Academy of Sci-

ences, the Office of Space Science and Applications within NASA,

and the several contractors who had put -so much of their own funds

into gearing up to compete for the final Voyager contracts.

The issues involved were further complicated by discussions

between NASA and the Department of Defense over the main constituents

of a national system of launch vehicles, and the place.of the Titan III

family. There were choices to be made about upgrading the capability

of both Saturn and Titan III vehicles, and the economics of this hinged

in part on the launch rates to be expected from each,- and the likeli-

hood that any substitute vehicle could do their jobs. It was argued

by some Defense representatives that the quick response time of the

Titan with storable fuel made it essential to military missions. Some

NASA officials countered that any move to provide lift capacities be-

tween those of Saturn IB and Saturn V could be attained more economically

with the component parts of the Saturn V in quite a variety of stage

combinations rather than with the complete redesign of the Titan family

to a fat tank version and larger solid strap-ons. Also involved in

these comparisons and discussions were several of the propulsion com-

panies which had committed heavy resources to building very large all-

solid fueled rockets. However, these latter programs were largely

abandoned after some major static tests.
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A further complication to planning Voyager was the proposal

originating within the Office of Manned Space Flight in NASA that

perhaps before the end of the 1970's, a manned flyby of Mars could

be undertaken on the basis of Saturn V hardware. They suggested

that if this were done, most of the experiments planned for Voyager

could be incorporated into the manned-expedition for less cost

than running parallel programs to Mars. Some reviewers looked at the

situation this way: a case could be made that unmanned flights

in isolation were less expensive than manned flights if the objec-

tives were limited. But if we were to keep up a manned flight capa-

bility anyway as a national decision, then as many unmanned missions

as possible should be consolidated into.the manned missions. The

manned flyby would not linger in Mars orbit, but there were possi-

bilities it could. launch an unmanned sample collector which would

return to the passing manned ship to bring these back to Earth,

together with whatever photography a flyby might provide.

The delays, the controversy, and the rising costs finally led

to the decision to cancel Voyager as such. But it.seemed worth meet-

ing the repeated recommendations of the Space Science Board of the

National Academy to learn at an early date as much as possible about

Mars as one of the most interesting targets of the Solar System, so

that planning could be more definite in the future. The consequence

was that Mariner 1969 was started in January 1966 when Voyager was

delayed for budget decisions in FY 1967. Mariner 1969 was upgraded

to fly with the Centaur upper stage instead of the Agena, and

it was this improved version which flew in 1969, for the Mariner VI
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and VII missions.

After cancellation of Voyager and the decision to go ahead with

Mariner 1969, it was still believed that a gap existed in the U.S.

planetary exploration program. Therefore, it was decided to fly

two more Mariner payloads in 1971 to make the first attempt to do

extensive mapping of Mars from orbit around 'the planet. Further,

a decision was made to institute the Viking program. Essentially,

Viking is slated to be an -economical substitute for Voyager.

Viking will include both a Mars orbiter craft and a landing module

to make direct measurements on the surface, transmitting the findings

back to the orbiter for relay to Earth.The Viking will be launched

with a Titan IIID-Centaur rocket. The scheduled date for launch

of the first two Vikings to Mars is July 1973.

The Viking program has many objectives to increase knowledge of

Mars, and indirectly of the Solar System, also. These include:

1) the atmospheric structure and composition; 2) atmospheric variations

with altitude; 3) visual characterization of the landing site;

4) search for evidence of living organisms; 5) search for and

characterization of organic compounds; 6) the amount and nature of

water in surface material; 7) atmospheric composition and its temporal

variations; 8) temporal variations of atmospheric temperature,

pressure, wind velocity, and water vapor; 9) seismological

characteristics of the planet; 10) the mechanical and magnetic

properties of the soil; and 11) radio science experiments.
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Costs estimated for the Viking program have gone up as program

definition has proceded and as improvements have been incorporated.

The estimate as of October 10, 1969, when Dr. John Naugle of NASA

testified before the Subcommittee on Space Science and Applications of the

Committee on Science and Astronautics, House of Representatives, was

approximately $750 million, including' a contingency estimate of

$100 million for the kind of mandatory changes which are common to

evolving programs during the development cycle. This total includes

about $200 million for the orbiter craft; $41.5 million for the

two Titan-Centaur rockets, based on current Air Force and NASA estimates

for their respective stages in the combination; and the balance of the

money for the lander, the experiments, the operations of the mission,

and the Radioisotope Thermoelectric Generators (RTG's) from the

Atomic Energy Commission.

The Viking orbiter originally was to have been of the same design

as the 1971 Mariner spacecraft, incorporating the same scientific

instruments. However, as development plans proceded, it seemed

advantageous both to improve the instruments, and to use the

orbiter as a relay station for data from the surface lander to Earth.

The Viking lander is a direct evolution from the lunar Surveyor

lander but will be twice the size. One of the reasons the Viking

lander can be so much larger is the help provided by the Martian

atmosphere during the landing phase. The vehicle will be braked

by the penetration of a large blunt surface into the atmosphere,

followed by further deceleration from the deployment of a parachute.

, .,
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The lander will depend on a throttled rocket propulsion subsystem

only for final touchdown maneuvers. The lander will start

measurements of the atmospheric characteristics during entry into

the upper atmosphere.

On the surface the lander will deploy a pair of cameras and

begin taking panoramic stereo pictures of the surroundings. It will

automatically erect instruments for measuring atmospheric pressure,

surface temperature, and wind conditions. It will scoop up soil

samples which will be divided to be processed and moved to several

instruments inside the lander. One part of the samples will be

studied to detect the possible existence of living organisms.

However, it should be noted that life forms on Mars, if present, may

be quite different from those of Earth, and it is not at all certain

that the 1973 life detection experiment will give a positive reading

even if there is abundant life around the lander. Another part

of the samples will be given a careful chemical analysis whose

results should permit the design of much mor specific life detection

experiments tailored to Martian conditions and possible organisms.

This should improve the value of flights after the 1973 missions.

Other experiments of the lander are:. 1) seismometer; 2) bar magnet;

and 3) mechanical properties of the soil.

The current design of the Viking should result in better mission

results than those first conceived. Some of the design changes

enhancing performance are these: 1) Longer life for the lander.

The earlier concepts would have relied on chemical batteries and

solar cells for power supply. Unfortunately, this would have
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limited the lander's ability to operate experiments and transmit the

results to about thred to five days. In June of 1969, the decision

was made to use RTG's, and an agreement for joint development in

this regard was made with the Atomic Energy Commission. This is

expected to extend the period of lander activity and data transmission

to at least 90 days. 2) A tape recorder has been added to the

lander to increase the data storage capacity by a factor of 100,

providing greater flexibility in taking surface pictures from

the lander. 3) An improved radio link from the lander to Earth.

4) Improvements in the lander scientific instruments. 5) Improvements

in the orbiter scientific instrumentation.

The interaction planned between the orbiter and lander, and the

flexibility related to this are especially important to expected

mission results. Some of this philosophy grew out of experience

witti the flexibility used in the 1969 Mariner flights. The

ability to place both orbiter/lander combinations in orbit

about Mars and then to choose final landing sites after making

observations from orbit will allow scientists to select the most

appropriate landing sites. Added flexibility may be provided for the

choice of a site for the second lander from results collected by

the first lander, or from data gathered by either of the two orbiters.

Reference has already been made to use of the orbiter as a relay

of lander data to Earth. The nearness of the orbiter to the lander

will permit sending data from the surface to the orbiter at a

much higher data rate than to try to send these data direct to
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Earth. Then the orbiter at its leisure will sort and relay the

information it stores back to Earth, allowing double the amount

of data that otherwise could be gathered from the lander.

Another way in which the orbiter and lander can interact is

for the two devices to provide simultaneous data on events experienced

from their different positions. As an example, the orbiter could

watch the "wave of darkness" as it passes the lander, and should the

lander detect a sudden increase in wind it would be possible for

the orbiter to detect whether this was due to the approach of a

large dust storm or something else.

Under the general direction of the NASA Office of Space

Science and Applications Planetary Programs Office, management

responsibility for the total.Viking project as well as for the

orbiter is assigned to the NASA Langley Research Center, with the

orbiter hardware to be produced by the NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory.

Management responsibility for the Viking lander and for Viking

data acquisition is assigned to the NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory,

with the lander hardware produced by the Martin-Marietta Corp.

Martin-Marietta also builds the Titan IIID launch vehicle and will

be integrator for the scientific experiments which are developed

by a number of universities and Government laboratories. The

Centaur stage is built by General Dynamics Corp.

The final payload for the Viking missions in 1973 was

selected by Dr. John Naugle on December 15, 1969.
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D. PLANS FOR MANNED MISSIONS

1. Soviet Comment

As in the case of future Soviet plans for unmanned planetary

flight, it is also difficult to describe a definitive plan for

manned flights to the planets. The Soviets just do not announce

their plans for space flight in advance. However, they have made

comments that indicate they do intend to fly manned probes to the

planets in the future.

An interview with the chief designer of the Venera spacecraft

has been reported in the Joint Publications Research Service of the

Department of Commerce in which he mentions some broad Soviet ideas

for manned flights to the planets. The chief designer indicated that

for the time being manned flight would be in Earth orbit. He indi-

cated that men will go to Mars only after extensive study of that

planet by automated spacecraft.

Some of the Soviet cosmonauts have also made comments about

manned flights to the planets. In an interview that was originally

reported in Izvestiya, cosmonaut A. Yeliseyev stressed the importance

of man in space. He stated that space navigation was very important

and would require men aboard to check out the various systems within
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. the spacecraft and to make any repairs or corrections that were

deemed necessary. He also indicated that he believed manned

flight to the planets would require men with great mathematical

ability as well as the ability to work with on-board computers

and analyze results from these computers.

Another cosmonaut, Dr. K. P. Feoktistov, stated that members

of future space crews going to the planets would have many pro-

fessions and skills because it would not be feasible to send 50

to 100 specialists on a single expedition. Dr. Feoktistov also

said that he believed that it would not be possible initially to

send more than a ten man crew to Mars or Venus, and that this

would mean that each of the ten men would have to be solidly

versed in several disciplines.

Even though definitive plans for Soviet manned flight to the

planets cannot be established, it is evident from the Soviet

statements that they are quite serious about sending manned flights

to the planets. It is safe to assume that they are as serious as

the United States in plans to achieve this goal.

2. Manned Flyby of the Planets

In the exploration of other bodies of the Solar System, it has been

the habit of NASA first to send unmanned probes for a closer investi-

gation of the planet. With knowledge based on observations from the un-

manned probes the next logical step is to send manned spacecraft into

orbit around the planet and to gather more information based on the obser-

vations of men as well as instruments. This is the general pattern that was

..
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followed in the case of the Moon before men landed in July 1969,

and it seems likely that this will be the case in further ex-

ploration of the planets.

At one time manned flybys were considered for the gathering

of first hand information from several planets on the same flight. Now,

however, officials have decided it would be more useful to orbit a

planet rather than flyby. It was decided a spacecraft could orbit a

particular planet without landing and gather more data than could

be collected on a flyby.

3. Manned Landings

After all the problems of sending men on long distance space

voyages have been solved and after sufficient unmanned and manned

observation of the planet, man will be ready to attempt a landing

on a planet. At this time it appears that the first planet man will

visit is Mars. There are now several proposals for landing men on

Mars.

In February 1969, President Nixon requested that the Vice-Pres-

ident chair a group to study the space program and recommend a 'boor-

dinated program and budget proposal." The report was released in

September 1969. The panel recommended among other things that this

country adopt a long range goal of landing men on Mars before the end

of the century. Three options were given. Option I denotes a

decision to increase funding dramatically and would result in a

crash program to accomplish a landing on Mars. Under Option I the

_______J
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Mars landing would take place in 1983. Option II and Option III

denote a decision to maintain funding at recent levels initially and

then institute a gradual increase. The options are identical with

the exception that in Option II a manned landing on Mars would take

place in 1986 and in Option III it would be deferred until the mid- or

late 1990's.

The Task Group did not choose one of these options and

suggested only that a manned landing on Mars take place before the

end of this century.. However, Vice President Agnew has publicly stated

that in his opinion Option II should be the option followed.

In a hearing before the Senate Committee on Aeronautical and

Space Sciences, held on August 5, 1969, Dr. Wernher von Braun pre-

sented a profile of a possible manned mission to Mars. Dr. von Braun

made it quite clear that this was only one of several options'

available as a logical follow-on in the manned space flight area in

the post-Apollo period. His illustrative example was deliberately

selected for an earlier date than NASA would expect to try for so that

it would not be interpreted as advocacy of any of the three options

discussed above.

Because of the limit of launch windows Dr. von Braun picked

specific dates for his typical journey to Mars. This expedition

consists of two spaceships with a crew of six men each. The ships

would depart from Earth orbit on November 12, 1981, and reach Mars

270 days later on August 9, 1982. The ships would then go into an

elliptical orbit around the planet. Six men, three from each ship,

1.
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would have the opportunity to leave the main ships and land on the

planet surface to gather data. In October 1982, 80 days after their

arrival, the ships would leave Martian orbit and swing by Venus

123 days after leaving Mars. Two unmanned probes would be sent into

the atmosphere of Venus. Then 167 days after the swingby of Venus,

August 14, 1983, the two ships would return to Earth orbit, the

ships would remain in orbit, and the crews would return to Earth via

space shuttle after an appropriate quarantine period.

This will require a great deal of study and development

before it can become reality. Reusable spacecraft and space shuttles

will have to be developed and tested; studies of the effects of long

space voyages on men will have to be carried out; but these things

are all within the realm of possibility for the near future.

op
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E. TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS

There are many technical considerations governing both what is

possible and delineating the optional engineering choices in conduct-

ing space flights. Some of these apply both to manned and unmanned

flight; while others relate more specifically only to one of these major

modes. It is not the purpose of this chapter to provide a complete

engineering manual in this regard. Rather, some of the significantly

large topics of general interest are reviewed briefly in lay terms as

a contribution toward understanding at least the nature of the problems

confronting mission planners.

It is useful to recognize that although there are advocates who

stress unmanned flights and others who stress manned flights as the

better way to explore the planets, the matter is not clear cut. First,

unmanned flights are vital at least to the extent of establishing basic

parameters for the manned flights to follow. Second, as the next chapter

on cost considerations will expose, the relative costs of unmanned flights

versus manned flights will be subject to wide variations depending upon

mission objectives. As missions grow in complexity, and as the opportu-

nity for changing operations in mid-mission appear more important, the

rising costs of unmanned automatic devices may reach a crossover with the

cost of life support systems necessary to manned flight. Before this point,

many useful unmanned missions are considerably less expensive to conduct.
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1. Windows and Trip Opportunities

There are optimum times for launching space flights governed

by such considerations as the relative positions of the Earth and

any possible target celestial body, the alignment of the spacecraft

and receiving stations on Earth for return of signals, the lighting

conditions at the target, the time and place of return to Earth, and

so on. "Window" is used in space flight to identify the acceptable

times of day or month for launching a flight, taking into account all

the above-named factors. Some people prefer to use the expression

"trip opportunity" to identify the more general cyclic, synodic period

when planetary flights are practical within which specific windows are

chosen.

Windows therefore may reflect both operational convenience and

propulsive requirements for the flight. That is, if two planets are

not lined up appropriately in relation to each other, it might take an

inordinately large amount of fuel to fly between them, in turn reduc-

ing the amount of useful payload which might be carried by a given

vehicle, or even more likely precluding the flight altogether.

In this age when rockets are quite limited in their capabilities,

they must use planetary windows, or trip opportunities, which permit

minimum energy flights. Trip opportunities come in a regular cycle

and the number of days for beginning a feasible flight may extend for

a few days or at most a month either side of the optimum moment, pro-

viding some operational flexibility in tradeoffs.

Tae range of criteria in selection of windowivaries for the many
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kinds of missions, such as one-way flyby, soft landings without re-

turn, flyby with return, landings with a stay time at the target

planet, and a later return to Earth. Each has its tradeoffs and its

options. For the missions to Mars, opportunities generally come once

every 26 months; to Venus, they come about once every 19 months. Mis-

sions to Mercury and' to the outer planets come more often because of

the greater differences between the revolutional period of Earth and

that of the other planets around the Sun.

Although a general opportunity is provided on this fairly regular

basis, there are at least minor differences in trip opportunities over

a span of years because of eccentricity of planetary orbits and their

varied inclinations to the Sun. Thus, during a decade some opportu-

nities to a planet like Mars may be more favorable than others. Windows

may also be highly specialized and unusual when a planned flight is in-

tended to go not to a single planet but to observe several planets or

to use their gravity fields. This is what is talked about in the "once

in a century grand tour" of the outer planets.

2. Propulsive Requirements

Missions to the near planets have their highest propulsive require-

ment simply in climbing from the surface of the Earth to Earth parking

orbit. This approximates 18,000 miles per hour, or 25,000 feet per

second. To leave Earth orbit (escape) takes an additional increment

of "delta V" ---incremental velocity-which requires added thrust level

or burning time from a rocket to attain more total impulse. About 25,000

.'* .3 \
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miles per hour or 35,000 feet per second speed at termination of thrust

will carry a payload away from Earth. This is fairly typical of the

speeds required to reach the Moon. A very small margin more will make

possible a minimum energy flight to Mars or Venus. Any maneuvers en

route; any attempt to shorten the flight by a more direct route rather

than a "Hohmann transfer" (an orbit tangential to both the orbits of

Earth and of another planet); any requirement for braking and for re-

gaining speed at the other end--all represent cumulative energy or

propulsive requirements which must be provided for in mission planning.

Braking energy in an airless world like the Moon must come from

rocket thrust, and the energy required per pound of vehicle is just

as great for slowing down as it was for speeding up. However, it is

possible in other cases to slow down by using atmospheric braking, both

at the target planet and on return to Earth, dissipating the energy of

the lost velocity as heat of radiation, absorption, or ablation.

Even some of the fairly modest flybys of the near planets with

return to Earth involve reentry velocities of 45,000 to 50,000 feet

per second, a much higher heat burden than that carried by the Apollo

ship from the Moon.

The use of gravity fields to modify flights is worth special

mention. Depending on how. another celestial body is approached, its

gravity field can be used to slow, speed up, or vastly alter the

direction of flight of the passing spacecraft. A simple example

would be the method proposed for flying an orbit around the Sun at

right angle to the plane of the ecliptic, requiring very high energy

_ _.
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if launched directly from Earth. A ship can be flown from Earth to

the vicinity of Jupiter, and by approaching Jupiter over its north

or south pole, or at least at local right angle to the solar plane

of the ecliptic, the gravity of Jupiter on a near miss would whip

the payload into the desired final orbit as it flew on to circle

the Sun in quite a different plane.'

When the outer planets are lined up just right, as happens

only once in many decades, a payload from Earth given a velocity

barely able to carry it past Jupiter can be given added velocity

by gravity attraction to the planets themselves to fly past Saturn,

Uranus, Neptune, and Pluto and then right out of the solar system.

Most preferred missions would involve combinations of three planets

each, not all five. These swingby missions can cut years off mis-

sions as compared with use of the same vehicles without swingby

acceleration.

Many flights have been proposed which involve both Mars and

Venus as a way of cutting total travel time, while incidentally pro-

viding observation of more than one planet at the same approximate

cost. For example, new window opportunities are opened through

Mars/fenus combined missions of a Mars landing and Venus swingby.

The travel time, with its burden of life support systems for manned

flights may be cut by many days, or the Earth reentry speed may be

cut by many thousands of feet per second in exchange for added travel

time. The options are numerous.

On most contemplated flights, the only powered portion of pro-
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pulsion occurs in the few minutes of acceleration during take off

from Earth or other planet surface or departure from Earth or other

planetary orbit and for braking on arrival at the next destination.

In between, small amounts of fuel are used to make course corrections

at about monthly intervals, if required.

3. On Board Auxiliary Power

To operate on board instrumentation, to support the ECS (environ-

mental control system), and perhaps to orient the ship for communica-

tions, heat control, or radiation protection, some auxiliary power

source is required. The first orbital flights used chemical batteries,

which tend to have a short life. Then flights began to use solar

cells, which provide modest amounts of power over a longer period. A

few flights have also used isotopic nuclear heat converted in part

to electricity through thermocouples. This is usually a modest source

of power, but also can be sustained for long periods. One experi-

mental flight carried a nuclear reactor to orbit, but it represented

a very limited test because the conversion of heat to electricity

was made only through thermocouples. On the Gemini and Apollo flights

fuel cells have been used which converted chemical energy directly

into electricity. These yield larger amounts of power,. but cannot yet

sustain such power for the long periods required in planetary round

trips. Under development are future more advanced nuclear reactor sys-

tems which like nuclear power stations on Earth use the heat of the reaction

to expand a working fluid which drives a turboelectric generator. Also,

M" INOW
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study is being made of much larger arrays of solar cells which can

generate amounts of power more nearly approaching the needs for ad-

vanced large craft than today's solar systems. Another approach

under study is a large, deployable solar collector to focus solar

heat to provide the power for a turboelectric generator. Each

system has its tradeoffs in terms of, weight, reliability, voltage

and amperage, and length of life. Whatever system is used, any

advanced ships which carry men or large experiments must have much

more power for a much longer time than needed for Earth orbital or

Moon flights. The engineering choices will also depend upon the in-

tended mission. Flights to the outer planets will either need very

large collectors of solar energy or nuclear power because of the much

lesser solar energy available at that greater distance from the Sun.

4. Navig-ation and Communications

Our general ability to navigate to the near planets has been

well demonstrated on Mariner Mars and Soviet Venera flights. On

Apollo, we exercised several kinds of navigation systems, both con-,

tained on board and operated from Earth, with the human crew able

to back up any malfunctioning automatic devices. The automatic

ships sent to the planets have been able to reference their atti-

tudes for firing rockets by star seekers and trackers. Navigation

capabilities do not seem a limiting factor, although the grand tour

of the outer planets may be a fairly demanding test of our ability

to apply the principles of celestial mechanics.
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Communications on planetary flights have progressed during the

few years of such experiments. But the inherent law of signal dif-

fusion with ordinary radio or light reduces the amount of data which

can be transmitted over great distances in a given length of time.

It is hoped that coherent light beams generated by lasers, and modu-

lated to carry signals will in time greatly enhance our data rates.

Limited power for communications and limited high gain antenna capa-

city on the spacecraft can be offset in part by refinements in the

sensitivity of receiving antennas on Earth, so they can find the

faint signal of information within the general background noise.

Deployable antennas on the spacecraft, and careful orientation of

the craft to point these toward Earth have been demonstrated both

on Apollo and Mariner flights as making considerable difference in

signal strength. Another inherent limitation or problem of communi-

cations is that imposed by the speed of light. In communication with

the Moon, signals can make the round trip in under three seconds.

But to a planet like Mars, the time is more like 8 minutes in a

reasonably close approach of that planet to Earth. This, for example,

might make it extremely difficult to operate an unmanned planetary

surface exploration vehicle controlled from Earth. An Earth command

to the vehicle to keep it from falling over a precipice might come too

late, or forward motion would have to come in small fits and starts.

Communications of pictures are usually sent from planetary dis-

tances in digital rather than analog form. This means that a computer

must reduce any original data into binary form, and the reverse process
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of recreating the picture data at the receiving end is done by another

computer. This enhances the opportunity that the signal will come

through the noise without being lost or distorted, it permits the con-

centration of the available transmitter power into a more narrow band-

width, but it also stretches out the amount of time required to send

a given amount of data. For some purposes this is not a bad thing,

but it limits the kind of real time transmission of TV which we have

become accustomed to from near-Earth space.

5. Environmental Control Systems and Closed Ecologies for Manned Flights.

As each further stage of manned space flight has come along, the

demands on life support systems have been greater. For short flights

it is possible to use bottled oxygen, released to maintain about a 5

psi pressure of pure oxygen, and the gas can either be exhausted, or

sent through a simple scrubber to remove contaminants. The carbon

dioxide can be captured in a chemical bed, and the water extracted

as vapor and returned to liquid form. On short flights, most of the

water can be considered a one-time use consumable. Food is also a

one-time consumable.

In flights, temperature may be controlled by the color of the

spacecraft to reflect or hold heat, or to radiate or collect heat,

opening or shutting louvers to expose more or less surface for a

given purpose. Extra heat may be supplied by the power sources on

board as well as by the man himself. Radiation protection is af-

forded by avoiding if possible, flights during times of major solar
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flares, staying out of the Van Allen radiation belts to the extent

possible, and using the fuel and structure of the ship as shielding.

Meteorite protection is afforded by using a double skin to stop most

of the very small particles. Only statistical odds give protection

against collision with very large objects. Those few intermediate

particles which might penetrate on a long space voyage, it is hoped

would not strike a vital part, and the leak plugged before the crew

was overtaken by anoxia. Weightlessness on short voyages is not

overcome, except by training crews in limited simulators on Earth or

in aircraft to minimize the danger of nausea. For long stay times,

the ship may have to be rotated to create the equivalent of gravity.

We have already demonstrated we can cope with manned flight up

to 14 days, and hope to expand this time to months and even a year

in Earth orbital tests. But the requirements of planetary flights

which will take up to two years or so for a round trip to the near

planets will be much -more demanding, and there are still gaps in

our information as to the physiological consequences as well as

questionable equipment reliabilities. Some space biologists favor

delaying manned programs while they gain much more information.

Some engineers and space medical doctors are inclined to believe they

can build around any problems which appear, without waiting extra years

for animal experiment results.

One of the questions of long flights is whether men should stay

in a reduced pressure pure oxygen environment, quite aside from the
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fire hazard of oxygen. Some medical men believe air similar to that

breathed on Earth with a mixture of gases, mostly nitrogen, arid at

closer to sealevel pressure might prove a way to avoid not yet pin-

pointed deleterious effects of the present artificial air supplied

on short flights. Whatever air mixture is used for long flights, re-

cycling becomes important because the tradeoffs of weight of consum-

able air against weight of reprocessing equipment lie in favor of

the latter.

Water is one of the simplest commodities to recycle. Even

on Apollo, urine has been processed to regain the water for further

drinking.

Food is much harder to recycle. So far, low bulk diets have

been used, and collected feces are simply disposed of. On very

long voyages, there may be ultimate weight tradeoffs which favor

the creation of complete recycling of all human consumables as part

of a closed ecology, just as Earth itself has a self-renewing one.

Vegetable life would utilize exhaled carbon dioxide, freeing oxygen.

Human waste products would be used to fertilize the vegetable life,

and man directly or indirectly would feed on the vegetable life. A

search has been made for palatable and reliable algae which might serve

this purpose. Other experiments have looked to interposing some

intermediate form of animal life, such as water shrimp to feed on

the algae, and they in turn would be processed into a food for human

consumption. Someday very large space ships may be able to afford

the variety of life required for a more balanced and complete closed

ecology. But all such work will require long term study. A crop
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used in space may be blighted, or conceivably there might be an

awkward mutation. Many changes might throw out the balance of the

system in some irretrievable way. Experiments will have to be con-

ducted both on Earth and in Earth orbital stations where a mistake

is not beyond correction or relief.

It should not be implied from the foregoing that planetary flight

by men absolutely requires closed ecologies. If they worked well, they

might be nice to have. But logistics are probably manageable with a

recycling of air and water as much as possible, and taking along enough

food for the whole trip.

6. Several Operating Plans

Most unmanned flights to the planets for the next several years

involve the direct flight from Earth of a single launch vehicle. The

early missions to Mars and Venus were flybys, and additionally in the

Soviet case, attempts at atmospheric probes. Immediately ahead are

orbiter missions, to be followed by combined orbiter and lander mis-

sions. Unmanned round trip missions are not a part of any approved

U.S. program, although the Russians have hinted at such future opera-

tions. Unmanned missions are necessary precursors to manned missions

in most planning.

Because manned missions are generally more demanding and expen-

sive, a large area of controversy surrounds them, and quite a variety

of mission modes have been proposed. In the discussion which follows,

emphasis is put on the manned proposals for planetary flight, with

some comparisons where appropriate with unmanned missions.
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(a) Manned planetary direct flight vs. orbital assembly

It is conceivable that a large enough launch vehicle could be built

and powered with chemical fuels to make a single lift from the surface

of the Earth, a check-out in orbit, and then a firing into a transfer

orbit to a target planet.. However, it would probably be more economical

and practical to use Earth orbital assembly of major components brought

up by a series of launch vehicles, either Saturn V's or new reusable

shuttles. This would require a number of carefully timed and coordinated

launches, with a standby capability to send alternate duplicate payloads

if some failed.

Another approach, in keeping with a larger and sustained effort,

would be to build a full-fledged Earth orbital launch facility often

called an OLF. Here riggers and technicians would live in orbit in a

large space station as their regular base, and would venture out in EVA

and with space tugs to assemble, equip, and check out all the makings

of a large planetary ship or fleet of such ships.

The use of an OLF might permit the assembly of a planetary expe-

dition over a period of many months, less vulnerable than any plan for

more hurried assembly with a minimum of space-borne supporting facil-

ities. A permanent OL would presumably be just one phase of building

a large and comprehensive permanent Earth orbital station which would

house a hundred or more scientists and technicians. Additionally the

OLF would include many diagnostic and checkout instruments, fuel tank-

age, and so forth.

(b) Lunar base for planetary support.
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- As one looks to the longer run future, it may be feasible

ultimately to base planetary flights on the Moon rather than in

Earth orbit. This presupposes many things about frequency of

flights and development of a Moon base, including the provision

of nuclear power sources there to manufacture rocket fuel from

local resources. Then, on a large scale, the total cost of manu-

facture and transport to a planetary ship from a largely self-

sustaining lunar base may prove less than the same planetary

combination lifted from the surface of the Earth. This may be an

important future use of the Moon in another century, but it is not

an early path to economical planetary exploration on a limited scale.

(c) Manned flyby of planets vs. various unmanned missions

For a couple of years in the first half of the 1960's, the

NASA Office of Manned Space Flight promoted the concept of a manned

planetary flyby of Mars as an extension of Saturn V-Apollo technology.

This would have been well short of the ambitions for later manned land-

ings. The suggestion was made that such a mission could do some of

the experiments otherwise to be conducted by an unmanned lander with-

out return. The manned ship would launch a number of small unmanned

landers which would sample the atmosphere and take surface soil samples

which would be returned by an ascent vehicle to the passing manned

craft for return to Earth. It was also suggested that such a craft

after visiting Mars briefly in its flyby would return to Earth in a

Venus swingby which would afford additional opportunities for obser-

vations.

Critics were vocal in suggesting that such a manned flyby would
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have a high cost compared with its returns and compared with longer

period observations of Mars made by unmanned one-way vehicles re-

turning data by radio instead of returning photographic films and

soil samples. They also suggested that as unmanned landers were

added, the weights for the total expedition would approach those

of a manned Mars lander and return, which would offer a greater

amount of data than a flyby.

A manned flyby with return to Earth would cost manyfold the

unmanned simpler flyby one way trips of Mariner, and the data re-

turned would also be greater. How the cost of a minimal manned

flyby would compare with the most advanced one-way unmanned landers

of the Voyager and Automated Biological Laboratory (ABL) is harder

to settle, as both would have used Saturn V vehicles. The ABL,

fully developed, would be no simple project to undertake. Advocates

of each approach to exploration could argue the relative merits of

the returns from each kind of project. In fact, both missions Mould

be expensive, but so different in objective as not to be directly

comparable. Majority scientific opinion would probably favor the

Voyager and ABL approaches over the manned flyby with surface probes.

(d) Planetary orbiter missions

Manned flyby of Mars is no longer being actively advocated with-

in NASA. The coming unmanned orbiter missions by advanced Mariner

and Viking craft will give gross coverage of Mars in moderate resolu-

tion somewhat like the pictures returned by Tiros weather satellites

of Earth, rather than equal to the high resolution pictures which
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were obtained by the Lunar Orbiter flights.

When a manned Mars orbiter flight with return to Earth is

feasible (at a vastly greater cost than the Mariner and Viking

flights), it should be possible to gain detailed mapping data of

the planet in many spectra and with many sensors, with selection

of targets of special interest, and opportunities to calibrate

and repeat experiments on later passes.

(e) Planetary lander missions

Only Mars is scheduled to be the target of unmanned landers

under the present project Viking. And only Mars is considered as

a first goal for any manned planetary landing. Other planets are

either more remote and take too long to reach, require still greater

propulsion, or have such hostile environments, dense atmospheres,

and uncertain surface conditions as not to be considered during the

remainder of this century. At some future date, unmanned probes of

these planets may answer for us whether men should ever seriously

contemplate going to them.

Project Viking, as discussed earlier, represents a first U.S.

landing attempt on Mars in 1973, much less ambitious and costly than

the once-planned Voyagers and ABL's. Depending upon its findings,

the progress of technology, and national decisions on future direc-

tions, a manned Mars landing might come before the end of the 1980's.

No immediate decision is required, but by about the middle of the

1970's, planning will have to allow for a start of long lead items,

if the option of a landing in the 1980's is to be maintained. Re-

gardless of this timetable, it seems likely that ultimately mankind
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will land on Mars because it is within predictable technical capa-

bilitie s.

The probable approach in the 1980's, if it comes, will be

assembly in Earth orbit as described, of either one complex ship

or several separate ships to fly in convoy to a Mars orbit. From

there, one or more Mars landing modules would be deployed to carry

part of the crew to the surface, while the rest remained in orbit

to conduct other studies, to relay communications, and to prepare

for the return flight to Earth. The stay time near Mars or on Mars

would depend upon orbital mechanics calculations as to the best

balance of logistics requirements of rocket fuel, ECS support, risks

of equipment failure, redundant parts, and ambitiousness of the

mission.

7. Planetary Contamination

The public is generally familiar with the issues of contami-

nation of another celestial body by Earth organisms and of Earth

by back contamination from the other celestial body. In the case

of Mars in particular, especially great precautions are to be taken

because Mars deductively is thought to be second to Earth the most

likely abode of life in this solar system. Some scientists think

that even Jupiter may turn out to be a life prospect, but Mars is

easier for us to compare with Earth. We do not want to contaminate

Mars with Earth life which might survive because it would lose
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us the opportunity to answer whether life can appear independently

in two places. We do not want to carry back to Earth uncontrolled

Mars life before careful study lest it prove dangerous to Earth's

ecology including man.

Stated as principles, such caution is understandable and rel-

atively straight forward. But in practical applications, the issue

is complicated. Since one cannot guarantee isolation to a certainty

what percentage odds are acceptable that sterilization is complete

enough to minimize such contamination risks? What methods of sterili-

zation such as heat, radiation, chemicals will be effective without

harming delicate instruments or reducing reliability, or breaking down

organic compounds used in the payload? Can sterilization discipline

be maintained at every stage of the whole operation? How long should

we operate automatic devices before we introduce into the system of

exploration man who almost certainly will pollute the planetary environ-

ment?

These issues have been of international concern, also. Unless all

nations are equally strict, the great care of some will be pointless

if another has already polluted the planet in question. The issue of

Mars contamination by the Soviet Union has already been raised by those

who wonder whether early Soviet flights really missed the planet, or

whether their interplanetary bus might not have hit the planet already;

and, if so, whether it had the same degree of sterilization as'the pay-

loads we have sent. These are no small matters, because the great care

taken to assure a high probability of sterilization can cost added mil-

lions of dollars, risk mission failure, and hold up launches even for

years.
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F. COST CONSIDERATIONS

1. Present Launch Vehicles

Planetary flights started with use of the Atlas Agena and

then advanced to use of the Atlas Centaur. It is difficult to

give wholly meaningful cost estimates for propulsion because

these missions are so occasional that no operational kind of cost

is readily available. But in general in recent years, it has

cost on the order of a few thousand dollars a pound to deliver

payload to Earth orbit, and a good many thousand dollars to

send these payloads to escape speed as required for reaching the

planets.

By the time Project Viking is flying, based upon use of

the Titan III class vehicle, the cost will be down to perhaps

$500 a pound to Earth orbit, and still a few thousands to escape.

Voyager as last projected was to have used the Saturn V.

Early manned flybys of Mars and/or Venus would also have been

based upon Saturn V launches. These also probably cost on the

order of $500 a pound to Earth orbit, and several thousands dollars

a pound for planetary flights. With a landing at the target area,

the cost may be on the order of $5,000 a pound for the delivery, let

alone return to Earth. Any very large expedition based upon such

costs would carry a high price tag, and greatly limit the frequency

and scope of ambitious missions.

Although there are those who would dispute the estimate, the

stock answer to the cost of a one-time minimum manned Mars landing
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has been quoted as $100 billion, of which about $80 billion

would be the rocket logistics cost. It is small wonder that

such prices, even if exaggerated, when widely repeated have

tended to discourage official and popular interest in Mars flights.

2. Large Solid Fueled Rockets

Because the requirements of manned planetary flight are

far greater than for flight to the Moon, the suggestion has

been made that time and development cost could be saved by

developing solid fueled launch vehicles either as new first

stages beyond the capacity of Saturn V, or as strap-ons to

boost the lifting ability of the present Saturn V's. There is

not much early prospect that such rockets will be a route to

operational cost savings, and they become economical of total

costs only if rockets larger than Saturn V are needed for

launch from the surface of Earth. They also become a possibility

for development if rockets are needed with a capacity between

Saturn IB and Saturn V. But also, such intermediate vehicles

might consider the use of different combinations of some of the

presently developed liquid fueled stages of the Saturn family.

At the moment of writing, there seems to be more interest

from a cost point of view in a new chemically-fueled liquid

rocket of reusable characteristics. (See section 5, below.)40
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3. Nuqcear Upper stages

A solid core nuclear rocket stage mounted on a Saturn V con-

ventional rocket as a rough rule of thumb may be able to cut the

amount of weight lifted to Earth orbit to support a planetary flight

several fold. Hence, if such a rocket can be brought through its

development costs and has enough applications, it is believed it

will in time pay for itself in weight savings. Such a rocket has

about twice the specific impulse of a high energy chemical rocket,

but this advance in efficiency is offset in part by heavier engine

weights.

In some quarters there is great interest and enthusiasm in

these rockets, but development has been slowed partly by technical

problems in the past (probably now overcome) anc by funding limi-

tations. Questions have been raised as to the wisdom of developing

such rockets on a basis of expected number of missions and the

cost tradeoffs. What is recognized as a fundamental characteristic

of nuclear power is its capacity to provide energy in very large

amounts from relative small amounts of fuel, so that it seems a

natural for ultimate space travel. But still to be answered are

questions of its most effective application.

One potentially more efficient design is the gaseous core nuclear

rocket. However, considering both technical and institutional problems,

it will probably not be seen in the 1970's. Solid core rocket's axe limit-

ed in their ability to supply energy in the form of heat to that imposed
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by maintaining the integrity of the solid core and the engine

structure. Gaseous core rockets as postulated would not be

temperature limited in the same deg-ee, providing a way can

be found to contain a fissioning mass of hot plasma without

melting down the rest of the engine or losing more than a

minimal amount of radioactive material through the exit nozzle.

If the gaseous core rocket can be made to work, parametric

studies suggest that its fully developed form should provide an

ultimate single stage to orbit and escape with full reusability

of the ship. Costs for operation ultimately project to under a

dollar a pound for payoad delivered to the Moon, and perhaps a

couple of dollars delivered to the near planets. Such ultimate

ships would have sufficient delta V (capacity to generate accel-

eration or deceleration) as to cut travel time to any near planet

to a matter of a few days, with launch opportunities so available as

to open year-round travel. But until work progresses far beyond

the present early level, these low costs from ultimate design gas-

eous core ships must be set aside from current consideration of

cost estimates for planetary flight as unattainable until much

more engineering has been done.

Controlled fusion rockets may eventually prove to be better

than any of the proposed rocket systems discussed in this section.

Like the gaseous core fission rockets just described, there will

be acute design problems in learning how to handle hot plasmas,

and no one has yet attained a sustained, controlled fusion reaction.

toll,
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Even more remote are propulsion systems which would make a

complete conversion of matter into energy. We .do not have any

real notion of how to accomplish this although the principles

of equivalency of matter and energy have been accepted. Such

ultimate power might be the basis for interstellar travel as

well as travel within our Solar System.

4. Electric Propulsion

Under much more serious consideration have been proposals

for developing electric propulsion for planetary travel. There

are several alternatives. Essentially, whether they rely

upon magnetic force or electrostatic force, they attempt

to achieve a very economical use of propellant by accelerating

it to very high nozzle exit velocities. The practical limitation

now centers on the source of electric power sufficient to provide

main propulsion. The weight of power generation and conversion

equipment may tend to offset most of the advantages of high velocity.

It is not a question of whether electric systems will work. Rather,

at this point in time, it is perhaps that for a given expenditure

put into development, the returns will be greater from chemical

or nuclear heat exchanger rockets. There are some strong

advocates of electric rocket systems, and they will contend

that the advantages of electric rockets have been brushed

aside too hastily. But for now, U.S. space plans are not- -

centering on electric propulsion, and such applications as

have been considered are tied to limited uses for orbit adjustments

. - "-",r~ - .... a ,..
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and orientation. A few flights have been made to demonstrate

proof of principle.

The Soviet Union has also shown an interest in electric

propulsion, but their tests to date have been almost as limited

as those in the United States. They did, however, test an

electric rocket on their interplanetary flight Zond 2, using

the device for orientation purposes.

Electric rockets as now conceived operate only in the

vacuum of space after orbit has been attained. Their high

exit velocities are counter-balanced by low accelerations so that

speed is gained slowly over a long period of time. Once

developed, it is thought by their advocates that they would

provide the same or better economies of operation than nuclear

heat exchanger rockets. What they would cost to develop for

main propulsion cannot be stated with certainty as there are many

unknowns.

5. Reusable Vehicles

At. this point in history, the most immediate and practical

way of cutting the costs of interplanetary exploration, either

manned or unmanned, is likely to prove to be the reusable

ferry vehicle from the surface of the Earth to Earth orbit.

By far the greatest part of logistics costs are those of reaching

orbit, not the flight to a planet such as Mars,.because a consider-

able tannage must be lifted from Earth to support a much smaller

tonnage sent on to the planet.
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This is being written at a time of great uncertainty in

planning. NASA is presently studying through contractors the

design of a ship capable of carrying cargo to Earth orbit for

about $50 a pound, an order of magnitude below the Saturn V.

Some of the companies believe the costs can be brought down

to $20 a pound. But so many assumptions are entailed not only

in terms of engineering but of project management and pace that all

numbers are elusive. The paper design today calls for a ship

capable of carrying 50,000 posnds-to orbit in a compartment about

1Oxl0x4O feet. The ship would take off from a regular airfield,

and return to the same. Foremost for the moment is a proposal

involving about two stages, each piloted, probably delta-shaped

lifting bodies, powered by multiple liquid hydrogen-liquid

oxygen rockets. This first generation reusable ship combination

would for the first time begin to move us from a mere testing

of capability of space flight toward the building of a

new and practical transportation system.

Of course transportation to the planets involves more

than ferry to Earth orbit. NASA envisions building a space

tug unit for orbital assembly, and a space station module

which would serve many purposes, including not only the construction

of a permanent large station in Earth orbit, another station

in lunar orbit, but also be the living quarters of any

assemblage of hardware for the flight to and from Mars.

The final ingredient in the NASA plan is the nuclear powered
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propulsion stage for transfer between Earth orbit and planetary

orbit.

In the case of Moon flights, the Saturn V is estimated to

pmit round trips at a logistics cost of about $36,000 a pound.

NASA is correct in its estimates, its four standard modules--

the reusable ferry, the tug, the station module, and the nuclear

propulsion stage --lover the lunar round trip logistics cost to

about $360 a pound, as an order of magnitude. Something similar

happens to the cost of a planetary expedition. The total cost

of a Mars expedition has been estimated by some critics at $100

billion based upon exploitation of Saturn V technology. As in-

dicated, about $80 billion represented the logistics cost. NASA

hopes that under its new proposals, such an expedition could be

.conducted in the range of $12 to $30 billion for total cost.

Many contractors think this price still reflects an arbitrary set

of choices and costs which is too high. They say it should be

possible to conduct such a trip for something under $10 billion.

We must balance any judgment by noting NASA'S success in holding

the cost line on Apollo with the more typical tendency of big

systems to experience major cost overruns. Often a large contri-

bution to rising total costs comes from program stretchout whose

short-run purpose is to cut annual costs.

Today, there is no national decision to go to Mars with men,

and alternate plans and proposals will probably be weighed for

some years, so that it is too early to establish good cost lines,

except to recognize that it should be less than our present early
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hardware would have required.

It should also be noted that if a decision is made to explore

the planets with unmanned vehicles for the indefinite future, these
costs, too, can be brought down considerably by using the manned
reusable ferry to orbit, doing final assembly and checkout there,
before sending payloads on to the planets.

A further cautionary note is that all calculations must be based
upon certain assumptions as to the general level of activity. If that
level is very low, almost no system will be economical for a given
flight because there are certain minimum overhead costs of maintaining

the space establishment, and the development costs of hardware will be
spread over a smaller number of flights. If the number of flights is
large enough, the cost per flight will come down, but the total cost

of the space program will go up. The trade-offs will hinge upon both
cost effectiveness studies of different choices, and value judgments
of the Nation as to whether it wants to pursue space work or invest

its time and resources other ways.

6. Orbital Launch Facility and Lunar Base

It would be too early to come up with any real measure of the
relative cost effectiveness of using an orbital launch facility

circling the Earth, or a launch base on the Moon for supporting
planetary exploration. But the guiding principles can be noted.

Neither engineering approach makes sense for a limited number

of flights because of the high development and overhead costs, and

the scale of operations required. An Earth orbital launch facil-

ity is more readily attainable in terms of time and cost, and af-

fords quicker corrective steps if major problems develop. If an
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economical ferry system were available, work crews and fuel

could be brought up fairly readily from Earth. The cost of

deep space flight includes not only the energy required to

launch from orbit, but the expense of checkout in orbit copared

with energy from the surface of Earth plus the checkout on the

surface of Earth.

A launch base on the Moon carries an immediate heavy burden

of costs to support the lunar base itself, including its development.

But once the time comes when operations reach such a level that

it is worth maintaining a comprehensive base on the Moon, the

calculations of cost might change. This supposes that fuel

resources can be found on the Moon and that their manufacture

there plus lifting the fuel from the surface of the Moon can

be balanced against the cost of manufacturing fuel on Earth

and lifting this fuel from the surface of the Earth. In

terms of energy, the lunar base plan would win, but in terms of

total costs, it may be many decades before the presently

envisioned high cost of operations on the Moon would be more

than offset by the costs of climbing from the surface of Earth.

No attempt is made now to put dollar figures on these several

alternative ways of operating.

Even if checkout and launch were to be from Earth orbit,

the time may come when it will be cheaper to manufacture fuel

on the Moon and carry it back to Earth orbit than to manufacture

on Earth and lift it to Earth orbit.
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G. LONG RANGE INTERESTS

1. Mars

Mars will be of continuing interest to scientists for some

time to come. This is true for several reasons. Firstly,

scientists seem to feel that if there is life on other planets

in this Solar System, then Mars is the most likely place.

Secondly, because of the relatively moderate temperatures on

Mars, it will be easier to explore than Venus, for example.

Mars someday may offer also an interesting laboratory for

scientists to practice terra-forming. The dictionary defines

terra as Earth or land. Terra-forming,'then would be the modification

of another planet to resemble Earth and make it habitable for

human beings. Like so many of the current scientific events,

terra-forming first made its appearance in science fiction.

The science fiction writers are the ones who first suggested

introducing sufficient oxygen into the atmosphere of other worlds

to produce an Earth-like atmosphere. The technology may vary because

of the different atmospheres of some of the planets but it is a

technical possibility. This does not mean it is cost effective,

or even desirable, only that from a technical standpoint it is

possible.

Those who propose terra-forming say that it would add far more

to the value of other planets to make them Earth-like rather than to

set up isolated special bubbles or domes or whatever so man could

survive. Those who disagree point out that to change the other

VAN
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planets in any way would disturb scientific experiments in the

different environments found on those planets. Further, they question

the economic feasibility of terra-foruing,even assuming it will be

possible. It will be many years before terra-forming could become

an actuality but it is not too early for others to begin to think

of the consequences of terra-forming.

Another, at least modest, reason for the continuing interest

in Mars is its two moons, Phobos and Deimos. Both of these natural

satellites are quite small with diameters of about ten miles (Phobos)

and about five miles (Deimos). Deimos's position is such that

it is quite hard to observe, so very little is known about it but

its size. More is known about Phobos, however. At one point,

according to the observations of some, Phobos's period of revolution

seemed to be slowly but perceptibly decreasing. The explanation for

this, if true, was believed to be that the slight drag of the

Martian atmosphere was robbing it of energy and making it move

faster and closer. Since the Martian atmosphere is so thin, it

was believed Phobos must have little density to be affected by

it. If the observation and theory was correct, it was decided

that Phobos must be lighter than any known substance. However,

most recent measurements and analyses of the motion of Phobos

give no indication that it is accelerating.

Based on the supposed acceleration of Phobos, a Russian

astronomer, Iosif S. Shklovsky, had an interesting and imaginative

suggestion that other scientists found hard to accept: that Phobos



was a hollow, artificial ball constructed hundreds of millions of

years ago by highly civilized Martians. When the Martians realized

they were about to become extinct, they constructed one or two

extraordinarily spacious globes to house libraries and museums

to preserve for future explorers the glorious history and achievements

of their doomed civilization.

It is more likely that these two small satellites are

captured natural planetoids which will be easier to study than

other planetoids in solar orbit, and they may serve as future orbital

bases for Martian studies.

2. Venus

Even though Mars holds the chief interest of the scientists

at this point, exploration of Venus has not been dropped.

Venus holds a fascination for many because of its similarities

to Earth and because of its cloud cover that prevents astronomers

from viewing the surface directly.

NASA is now planning a flyby of Venus in 1973. The space

probe will flyby Venus taking measurements and soundings. The

probe then will continue on its way, using Venus's gravity for a

boost, to Mercury to obtain the first close observations and

measurements from that planet.

A proposed follow up flight in 1975 that has not as yet been -

authorized, would release an instrument package to drift down

through the atmosphere, taking measurements on the way down.

The likelihood of any early attempt at a manned landing
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on Venus seems very remote. Its surface temperature of perhaps

700F to 80S and its atmospheric pressure at, about 100-fold

that of Earth would require much more than heat insulated and

pressure resistant clothing. The problem of heat soaking through

garments in a "steady state" implicit with prolonged exposure is

far more severe than that of brief transient exposures in the

protective garments with which we are already familiar. A

very effective refrigeration capability would have to be added

to pump away the heat build-up. Not only are stationary atmospheric

pressures high, but it is possible that wind velocities are also

high. Visibility at the surface may be non-existent.

Despite such formidable challenges, even Venus has been viewed

as a place which ultimately may be explored by men. Special

manned vehicles may be built in the distant future if unmanned

probes disclose any value in undertaking such a hard task.

Another approach to a solution for ultimate use of Venus may lie

in terra-forming that planet as well. It, like Mars and Earth,

lies within the general ecosphere surrounding our Sun. The

ecosphere is the zone whose distance from the Sun is such as to

receive neither too much nor too little energy to support life

as we .know it.

Dr. Carl Sagan has formulated an interesting but highly

speculative plan for terra-forming Venus. According to Sagan

it might be possible to introduce blue-green algae into the cloud

cover surrounding Venus. Once the algae began to multiply, a chain
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reaction might follow. As they grewr they would take large amounts

of water and carbon dioxide, break them down by photosynthesis,

then discharge oxygen into the atmosphere. The bulk of organic

matter manufactured in this way could be carbohydrates. When any

of these microorganisms fell to the surface they would be

charred to black carbon, thereby releasing the water in them to

be returned to the atmosphere as the carbon is deposited on the

surface.

If these reactions continued, Sagan. believes that the

clouds of carbon dioxide would dissipate, allowing the surface to

cool and if it cooled sufficiently for rain to. collect at the

poles as water, the greenhouse effect of carbon dioxide and water

vapor in the atmosphere would be reduced causing additional cooling.

As more rain fell, the heat-retaining clouds would clear partially

leaving an oxygen-rich atmosphere as well as a temperature

cool enough to sustain plants, animals and possibly even human

beings from Earth.

Sagan's ideas were postulated before the recent Venus probes

seemed to establish a. fairly low level of water in the atmosphere

of Venus, and therefore the idea probably is not practical. But

it is illustrative of the imaginative approach to planetary

engineering of the future where a fairly modest triggering effort

may bring about exponential rates of change in environments

of other worlds.
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3. Planetoids

Planetoids or asteroids are the several hund-ed objects in the

Solar System whose orbits for the most part lie between those of Mars and

Jupiter. A few have orbits whose perihelion (closest approach to the

Sun) is less than that of Earth, so occasionally they pass near our

planet.

A probe of the planetoids is quite important for several reasons .'

One is that scientists are not at all sure a space probe could fly through

the principal zone of the planetoids between the orbits of Mars and

Jupiter. There has been some discussion that seems to indicate a

space probe would be destroyed by the pelting of rocks, debris, and

the smaller bodies in the belt. Before most of the unmanned probes

and certainly before a manned voyage to the outer planets, this

question will have to be resolved.

Another reason for investigating the planetoids is that

there is indirect evidence from meteorites to suggest they are

composed of minerals which are in great demand in the industrial

world. One idea is that a planetoid whose orbit already brings it to

Earth's vicinity someday could be changed to an Earth orbit and it could be

stripped of its valuable minerals for use in factories on Earth.

A more scientific reason for exploring the planetoids is to

find out the origins of these hundreds of bodies and millions of

meteoroids. There are two main theories on the origins of the:

planetoids. One is that they are the remains of a planet that

-l ..
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was somehow destroyed many millions of years ago. The other is that

they are parts of a planet that for some reason was unable to form as

the other planets did. If this is the case, then a chance to investigate

the matter of which planetoids consist would be an invaluable clue to

the origin of the universe.

Among the imaginative ideas for the future would be to exploit some

planetoids for human habitation. Planetoids might

be found which generally have orbits lying within the ecosphere

of the Sun. A few planetoids seem to fit this requirement, and others

may be discovered, or could be shifted to such orbits.

The suggestion has been that the time may come when there is

available sufficient technology to hollow out a planetoid of ten or

twenty miles in diameter. By spinning it, the resulting

centrifugal force would create the equivalent of gravity. The new

inner surface would become the livable terrain of the new world, which

might be large enough to sustain a complete closed ecology roughly

equivalent to that of the much larger natural planet Earth. Solar

energy would be collected and reflected through transparent

windows at the poles of the rotating planetoid to sustain its plant and

animal life.

Such a planetoid could then stay indefinitely in its natural orbit,

or adjusted orbit, around our Sun. Alternatively, it might be given

a major internal nuclear power source for its sustenance, plus

some advanced propulsion system which would propel it outward from
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our Solar System on a voyage of centuries with its human population

to reach planets associated with other suns.

4. Grand Tours

Almost upon us and much less fanciful than terra-forming are

plans for unmanned "Grand Tours" of the planets. The Grand Tour

idea has come about because of a rare alignment of the planets in the

late 1970's. This alignment occurs only once in every 179 years

whereby it is possible to take advantage of Jupiter's gravity to boost

a probe on to the other outer planets with a great reduction in the

amount of fuel that would be needed ordinarily.

One of the proposed tours would be an Earth-Jupiter-Saturn-

Pluto mission in 1977 that would examine particles and fields in

interplanetary space as well as the vicinity of the planets.

Thermal and visual imaging equipment would be used to study the

surfaces of the planets and the. nature of Saturn's .rings.

Another Grand Tour would encompass an Earth-Jupiter-Uranus-

Neptune mission in 1979. This mission would also measure particles and

fields in interplanetary space as well as near the planets.

The Grand Tour offers an opportunity to send probes to the

outer planets for a fraction of the cost and in less time than it

would take without the unusual lineup of the planets. Even though the

opportunity of the late 1970's is unusual it should be mentioned

that there are many other years when a Jupiter swing-by will afford

economical ways to reach individual outer planets. It is possible that



these alternate less-ambitious missions would be easier to plan and conduct

than the late-1970's tours which would go to all of the outer planets

in only two missions. However, current NASA studies strongly favor the

Grand Tours.
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H. CONCLUSION

This paper has summarized the growth of man's interest in the

planets, his explorations of the planets to date, and his hopes for

future flights, both unmanned .and manned. A summary table of all

known attempts to reach the planets with flight hardware follows

this section.

The decisions facing the Congress and the Nation with regard to

planetary exploration are multiple and .are not easily made for they

hinge upon many considerations. The issues which bear most closely

on the questions of planetary flight can be summarized as follows:

1. Is space flight worthy of national attention and fiscal

support? Presumably most critics agree that it cannot be ignored,

but the level of support depends upon the relation of space to other

priorities. The level of support decided upon in turn is likely to

answer generally whether or not planetary exploration programs can

be fitted within the total amount available for space.

2. Now that the United States is more than a decade into the

exploration of space and has spent over $50 billion on it (both civil

and military), what should be the balance of effort among (a) appli-

cations of fairly immediate economic or military benefit, (b) longer

range investigations of science less directed to specific applications,

and (c) exploration for its own sake based on philosophical or prestige

reasons? It may be granted that investments in basic research not

directed to specific applications provide the seed bed from which later
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applications may arise, but specific basic research tasks are not

individually guaranteed to produce measurably useful results and

the remoteness or indirectness of a pay-off tend to make them un-

responsive to cost/benefit studies. The same can be said of mis-

sions of general exploration and building of prestige. In time,

the consequences of such decisions may prove to be important to

national progress or to be very wasteful with no sure way to assess

the results in advance.

3. To the extent the. United States decides to support non-

sopication missions in space, what should be the balance of effort

among operations or research in near-Earth space, on the Moon, or

toward the planets? (a) Near Earth missions generally may not be

seriously in question and, for the most part, will supply refinements

of general principles already discovered, unless the effort turns to-

ward building one or more large permanent stations in Earth orbit.

These latter efforts could be expensive and their benefits might em-

phasize science or prestige or engineering development. Further, such

Earth orbital work might absorb so much in the way of resources as to

exclude much further work on the Moon or the planets; or on the other

hand, the work in Earth orbit might be the proving ground for techniques

required for lunar and planetary exploration. (b) Some space program

officials believe so little has been learned about the Moon from the

Apollo program in relation to its potential that deep space efforts

should concentrate on the Moon for the balance of this century, lead-

ing to the establishment of permanent laboratories on the Moon, as
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well as capabilities to explore large areas of the surface. (c)

Others associated with the space program believe that there are

important opportunities to gain a wider range of knowledge about

the origins of the solar system and of life itself by an early

attack upon the problems of planetary exploration.

4. What should be the balance between unmanned and manned

flight to the planets, and within what time frames should these

decisions be made? (a) For certain missions unmanned flights can

be cheaper because they are one-way, do not require life support

systems, and may be able to forego some expensive quality control

and provision of redundancy in hardware. This is a risk in the

interest of economy which only unmanned probes could afford. (b)

Other missions are so complex that the ability to reprogram in

light of discoveries, to calibrate instruments, to make some classes

of repairs, and to conduct round trip missions may be done more

easily with men than with automatic equipment. (c) In any case,

even if the expectation is that men will want to go to the planets

eventually, unmanned precursor flights may prove useful to establish

the general parameters of environment within which manned flights

must: proceed. (d) Even if missions to the planets for some years

are to be conducted largely with unmanned payloads, the possibility

may be that it will be more economical to use manned vehicles between

the surface of the Earth and Earth orbit than to launch unmanned pay-

loads directly from Earth. (e) If there is a division of labor between
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manned and unmanned planetary flight, one might expect the manned

flights to be concerned for some years with the near planets while

unmanned flights supplement exploration of the near planets as well

as doing all exploration of the more difficult to reach places such

as Mercury and the Jovian planets.

5. To what extent should the Nation exploit its existing flight

hardware and to what extent should it develop entirely new flight

system? (a) By using adaptations of Saturn and Titan launch vehicles,

Apollo, and lesser spacecraft the known reliability of these hardware

items could be used to good advantage and the overhead cost of R & D

could be spread over a period of time. (b) By developing new systems

such as the reusable chemically fueled space shuttle and other standard

components as proposed by the President's Task Force on Space, the con-

tinuing costs of Earth orbital flight could be cut by at least an order

of magnitude, while lunar and planetary flight might be cut by two orders

of magnitude. However, such savings presuppose enough useful missions in

the total space program to justify the new investment in R & D. (c) These

questions also bring us back to the question of whether by the end of the

century we will be further ahead in science, applications, and exploration

if we (1) make early decisions to pursue these ends; (2) whether we should

concentrate on building the transportation capability before we make fur-

ther mission decisions; (3) whether mission decisions should be made con-

currently with developing the new capabilities.

6. What should be the range of interest in targets of opportunity

in the planetary field? (a) Some would say it will be difficult enough
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just to learn something systematically about Mars and Venus, and

limited fiscal resources will probably restrict us to these two

planets. (b) Some would favor "skimming the cream" off discovery

about many planetary targets by using smaller, precursor probes to

reach Mercury, the outer planets, and possibly a planetoid or a

comet.

7. What should be the balance between light weight precursor

planetary probes and heavy integratedpayloads designed to do more

comprehensive tasks? Probably each approach has its place, and

fiscal constraints may have much to do with the choices made.

(a) Some carefully designed, relatively simple probes may do much to

improve the design of major payloads to follow by obtaining crucial

parametric data about alien environments.. (b) The use of moderately

complex landing craft bringing synoptic. data over a period of time

will bring insights very difficult to obtain from the simpler pre-

cursors. (c) In many ways this debate resembles thesimilar debate

over the simple Explorer craft in Earth orbit versus the more complex

buses of the Observatory class.

8. What peripheral but still significant policy issues are asso-

ciated with planetary mission decisions? These will have to be explored,
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too, and a few examples can be suggested: (a) Conducting scientific

experiments related to the planets may take from five to ten years to

see through to fruition and even longer for some of the outer planets.

Planning must take into account the necessity of firm decisions if

leading scientists are to commit their most productive years to such

longe range work. (b) Decisions on frequency of flights affect the

costs and effectiveness of these flights because overhead costs go

on whether flights are frequent or infrequent. Launch crew and mis-

sion crew success depends in part on continuing practice. (c) Almost

all the choices involving alternate missions and their pace and prior-

ities will depend upon the severity of broader fiscal problems within

our Government.

Man had now realized the dream of centuries, leaving the Earth

and traveling to other bodies in the solar system. He may do it for

reasons of gratification by demonstrating his power to travel and ex-

plore. He may do it in search of, answers to riddles of science. He

may do it to spread mankind to other worlds as in insurance policy to

increase the chances of survival of the race over the centuries to

come when so many man-made threats confront him. As present space pro-

grams run out the Congress faces a time of reevaluation of the program

to decide where we go from here and at what pace. The dream of further

exploration could come in this century or may be left to men of another

time. That mankind will ultimately explore on a larger scale seems a

strong possibility.



TABLE OF PLANETARY FLIGHTS, AMERICAN AND SOVIET

Launch Date

1960

October 10

October 114

1961

February 4

February 12

1962

July 22

August

August

25

27

September 1

September 12

October 214

Spacecraft Name

Unannounced (Russian

Unannounced (Russian

Tyazheliy Sputnik 14

Venera 1

Mariner 1

Unannounced (Russian)

Mariner 2

Unannounced (Russian).

Unannounced (Russian)

Unannounced (Russian)

Weight

(pounds)

1,hoo ?

1,1400 ?

1,1400 ?

1,419

4146-

2,000 ?

449

2,000

2,000

2,000

9

Cumulative
National Weight

(pounds)

1,400

2,800

4,200

5,600

14146

7,6oo

895

9,600

11,600

13,600

Mi ssion Results

T _______ 
--

Mars

Mars

Venus

Venus

Venus

Venus

Venus

Venus

Venus

Mars

Failed to reach Earth orbit .

Failed to reach Earth orbit.

Earth orbiting platform
failed to launch probe.

Communications failed,
passed planet at 62,000 miles.

Destroyed by range safety at
100 miles altitude.

Failed to leave Earth orbit

Returned data, passed
planet at 21,648 miles.

Failed to leave Earth orbit .

Failed to leave Earth orbit.

Exploded in Earth orbit..

ry - A l 71T { T T " - --

.. ._..._ _-. ._.r..,..,...".._..._.. ... _....r._....

_ _l _

I 
&

v

t--



TABLE OF PLANETARY FLIGHTS, AMERICAN AND SOVIET (2)

Launch Date

November 1

November 4

November 11

1964

March 27

April 2

November 5

November 28

November 30

1965

July 18

Spacecraft Name

Mars 1

Unannounced (Russian)

Kosmos 21

Kosmos 27

Zond 1

Mariner 3

Mariner 4

Zond 2

Zond 3

Weight
(pounds)

1,970

2,000 ?

2,000 ?

2,000 ?

2,000 ?

575

575

2,000 ?

2,000 ?

Cumulative
National Weight

(pounds)

Mission Results

__- 4."--- -

15,600

17,600

19,600

21,600

1,4 70

1,945

23,600

25 600

Mars

Mars

Test

Venus

Venus

Mars

Mars

Mars

Mars

Communications failed,
passed planet at 120,000 miles.

Failed to leave Earth orbit.

Possible test of planetary
hardware.

Failed to leave Earth orbit.
PO

Communications failed,
passed planet at 62,000 miles.

Communications lost when
shroud did not come off.,

Returned pictures and data,
passed planet at 6,118 miles.

Communications failed,
passed planet at 930 miles.

Engineering test toward erbit
of Mars, returned lunar far
side pictures.

- -.AIVP-- - a

-1 ---®--- ---- ------- - -- 1,....
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TABLE OF PLANETARY FLIGHTS,AvERICAN AND SOVIET (3)

Launch Date Spacecraft Name
Cumulative

Weight National Weight
(pounds) (pounds)

- - - ---------------_ _ _ _ _ _

November 12 Venera 2

November 16

November 23

1967

June 12

June 14

June 17

1969

January 5

Venera 3

Kosmos 96

Venera 4

Mariner 5

Kosmos 167

Venera 5

2,123

2,117

2,100 ?

2,43)4

542

2,100 ?

2,492

27 ,700

29.,800

31,900

314,300

2,487

36,700

39,200

Mission

Venus

Venus

Venus

Venus

Venus

Venus

Venus

Results.

Communications failed,
passed planet, i14,800 miles

Communications failed,
struck planet

Failed to leave Earth orbit.

Returned direct atmospheric
measurements , landed October

18, 1967.

i

1

t

z

I

r

f & - -Ir

.,,......,.........,......, ..... . ..........-.p,..,.,.. ... _.. _ - ........ ,..._.. . ....

I

Returned measurements in con-
junction with pass. at 2,1480
miles, Oct. 19, 1967.

Failed to leave Earth orbit.

Returned direct atmospheric
measurements , released lander
to drift to surface, May 16,
1969.

,...

F



TABLE OF PLANETARY FLIGHTS, AMERICAN AND SOVIET (4)

Launch Date

January 10

February 24

March 27

Spacecraft Name

Venera 6

Mariner 6

Mariner 7

Weight
(pounds)

2,492

83'8

838

Cumulative
National Weight

(pounds )
' '_ -- - - _ _.(_._o--nd-s-.

41,700

3,685

4,523

Mission

Venus

Mars

Mars

Results

Returned direct atmospheric
measurements, released lander
to drift to surface, May 17,
1969.

Returned photographs and
data on Mars, passed planet
within 2,300 miles.

Returned photographs and
data on Mars, passed planet
within 2,200 miles.

) I
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